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Dear Mr. Gillen: 

This letter transmits International Uranium (USA) Corporation's Safety and 
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Source Materials License Number SUA-1358.  

In addition to summarizing SERP evaluations, including the safety and environmental 

review of each such evaluation performed during the reporting period, this Report 

transmits change pages to the Operations Plan and/or Reclamation Plan of the approved
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license application, as applicable, to reflect changes made in accordance with License 

Condition 9.4.  

Should you have any questions regarding the information provided, please do not hesitate 

to contact me at (303) 389-4131.  

Sincerely, 

Michelle R. Rehmann 
Environmental Manager 

cc: Ron E. Berg, IUSA 
T. Kenneth Miyoshi, IUSA 
David C. Frydenlund, IUSA 
Ron F. Hochstein, IUSA 
R. William von Till, U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission 
Tom Rice, Ute Mountain Ute Tribe 
William J. Sinclair, UDEQ
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1.0 INTRODUCTION

U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission ("NRC") Source Materials License No. SUA-1358 for the 
White Mesa Uranium Mill ("Mill") contains a number of performance-based license conditions.  
License Condition 9.4 allows International Uranium (USA) Corporation ("IUSA") to make changes 
in the facility, process, or procedures as presented in the approved license application or to conduct 
tests or experiments not presented in the application, under certain specified conditions. If, however, 
the specified conditions are not met, the licensee is required to file an amendment application with 
NRC. IUSA's Safety and Environmental Review Panel ("SERP") makes these determinations.  

This Annual SERP Report for the period from July 1, 2001 to June 30, 2002 is provided pursuant to 
License Condition 9.4 (D) of the Mill's Source Materials License.  

In addition to summarizing SERP evaluations, including the safety and environmental review of each 
such evaluation performed during the reporting period, this report transmits change pages to the 
Operations Plan and/or Reclamation Plan of the approved license application, as applicable, to reflect 
changes made in accordance with License Condition 9.4.  

During the reporting period, five separate SERP evaluations were conducted and completed. Each 
SERP evaluation and review was conducted and documented in accordance with SERP procedures 
set forth in White Mesa Mill Standard Operating Procedure PBL-1, Rev. No. R-2.
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2.0 DESCRIPTION AND SUMMARY OF THE SAFETY AND ENVIRONMENTAL 
EVALUATION OF EACH CHANGE, TEST OR EXPERIMENT 

The following subsections describe and summarize the SERP evaluation of each change, test or 
experiment performed during the reporting period, pursuant to License Condition 9.4 of License No.  
SUA-1358.  

In accordance with License Condition 9.4 (C), SERP membership during the reporting period 
consisted, at a minimum, of the following three individuals: 

1. One member of the SERP had expertise in management and was responsible for 
managerial and financial approval changes. During this reporting period, this 
individual was the President or a Vice President; 

2. One member had expertise in operations and/or construction and had responsibility 
for implementing any operational changes. During this reporting period, this person 
was either the President or the Mill Manager; and 

3. For this reporting period, as in prior years, one member was the corporate manager of 
environmental health and safety, with the responsibility of assuring changes conform 
to radiation safety and environmental requirements.  

Additional members served in selected SERPs, as appropriate, to address technical aspects such as 
health physics, groundwater hydrology, surface-water hydrology, specific earth sciences, and other 
technical disciplines or legal areas.  

During the reporting period, depending upon requirements of the matter under consideration, the 
SERP consisted of individuals from the following list: 

* Ron E. Berg - Radiation Safety Officer, White Mesa Mill 

0 David C. Frydenlund - Vice President and General Counsel 

0 Ron F. Hochstein - President and Chief Executive Officer 

0 William N. Deal - Manager, White Mesa Mill 

0 T. Kenneth Miyoshi - Manager, White Mesa Mill 

0 Michelle R. Rehmann - Environmental Manager 

0 Jo Ann S. Tischler - Chemical Engineer, Consultant
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The Mill's NRC approved SERP Standard Operating Procedure ("SOP") dated June 10, 1997 
identifies: (1) the membership of the SERP; (2) the general procedure to be followed in reviewing 
potential changes, tests, and/or experiments against the provisions of the performance-based license 
condition; and (3) the documentation required. The SERP followed the SOP as it performed each 
SERP evaluation, to ensure that each result was consistent with the following three criteria: 

1. The change, test or experiment did not conflict with any requirement specifically 
stated in the Mill license, and did not impair IUSA's ability to meet all applicable 
NRC regulations (referred to hereinafter as Criterion 1).  

2. There would be no degradation in the essential safety or environmental commitments 
in the license application, or provided by the approved reclamation plan. (referred to 
hereinafter as Criterion 2) 

3. The change, test or experiment was consistent with the conclusions of actions 
analyzed and selected in the Environmental Assessment ("EA") dated February 1997 
(referred to hereinafter as Criterion 3).  

2.1 SERP 01/02-01 - June 27,2001 

SERP 01/02-01 was initiated with a SERP meeting on June 27, 2001 to review and make corrections 
to the High Thorium Content ("HTC") SOP, in response to a request by the ALARA Committee.  

The HTC SOP was originally drafted for acceptance of material containing high thorium content 
relative to other alternate feed or mined ores, such as the W.R. Grace material. The ALARA 
Committee subsequently determined, and advised the SERP, that the HTC SOP shall be retained in 
its present draft form until and unless such time as it would be required for acceptance of the W.R.  
Grace material or material with similar thorium activity to the W.R. Grace material. In reconvening 
on July 11, the ALARA Committee considered the issue of applicability of the HTC SOP to receipt 
and management of the Heritage Material. The ALARA Committee discussed a proposed alternative 
SOP for the Heritage Material, which would contain changes relative to the HTC SOP that would be 
specialized for the Heritage Material. Those changes suggested by the ALARA Committee are 
detailed in Mill records in ALARA Committee Notes for the meetings of June 27 and July 11,2001.  
In response, as noted below under Section 2.2, the SERP reviewed and approved a separate SOP 

specific to the Heritage Material, which contained elements of the HTC SOP, but which was more 
appropriate for management of the Heritage Material.  

The Heritage Material had a low thorium content relative to the W.R. Grace material, and in fact was 
found to have thorium content not greatly dissimilar from other alternate feed ores previously 
received at the Mill. Nevertheless, implementation of a specific SOP for receipt and storage of the 
Heritage Material was considered to be ALARA, and also provided a situation in which special 
unloading, ore management, and monitoring systems were practiced, and were found to have been 
performed in complete accordance with the SOP.
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2.1.1 Description of the Change, Test, or Experiment 
No change to the draft SOP has occurred to date.  

2.1.2 Summary of SERP Evaluation and Conclusions 
The SERP did not perform an evaluation of the HTC SOP during the reported SERP year because it 
had not been revised during the SERP year. As follow-up the ALARA Committee, at its meeting on 
June 20-21, 2002 determined that this SERP would be closed, inasmuch as IUSA does not currently 
anticipate the need for the HTC SOP. In the event that an HTC SOP were to become necessary, 
IUSA would open a new SERP, with a current tracking number, to consider the SOP.  

2.2 SERP 01/02-02 - July 11, 2001 

As noted above under Section 2.1, The proposed Heritage Alternate Feed Management SOP 
represented a special revision of the draft HTC SOP, which had been submitted to the NRC on 
December 18, 2000. The HTC SOP was prepared primarily to address materials with high levels of 
thorium such as are contained in the W.R. Grace Materials. While the Heritage Materials contain 
levels of natural thorium that are elevated relative to levels of natural uranium, the absolute levels of 
thorium in the Heritage Materials, based upon actual measurements upon receipt at the Mill, are 
much lower than the levels in the W.R Grace Material. Therefore, the ALARA Committee and the 
SERP concluded that the HTC SOP was not strictly applicable to the Heritage Materials, and that a 
revised version of the HTC SOP, that is more appropriate for the Heritage Materials, should be 
developed. As a result, the Heritage SOP was developed specifically for the Heritage Material. The 
HTC SOP, which had been reviewed by the NRC, was used as a basis for developing the Heritage 
SOP. The ALARA Committee, which included SERP members, reviewed the Heritage SOP, and 
forwarded it for final review and approval by the SERP.  

2.2.1 Description of Change, Test, or Experiment 

The IUSA SERP for the Mill met via teleconference on Tuesday, July 11,2001, in accordance with 
SERP SOP and the SERP Guidance to consider SERP No. 01/02-02, regarding the following item: 

A. SOP for Heritage Alternate Feed Management 

According to the HTC SOP, "Potential alternate feed materials undergo pre-acceptance evaluation by 
the IUSA ALARA Committee. Material(s) which the ALARA Committee determines require such 
special procedures will be designated as 'High Thorium-Content' (or, "HTC") materials." 

The IUSA ALARA Committee performed a pre-acceptance evaluation of the Heritage Material, and 
determined that some of the approaches set forth in the HTC SOP were excessive for the Heritage 
material for the following reasons: 

1. Activity and thorium content of the Heritage Material is much lower than the W.R. Grace 
Material, for which the HTC SOP was intended; and
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2. The volume of Heritage Material is a small fraction of the volume of the W.R. Grace 
material, for which the HTC SOP was intended.  

As a result, the ALARA Committee determined that the HTC SOP as drafted was not strictly 
applicable to the Heritage Materials. However, it was concluded that, given the elevated levels of 
natural thorium relative to natural uranium in the Heritage Materials, it would be appropriate to 
implement a modified version of the HTC SOP for the Heritage Materials. The Heritage SOP applied 
only to acceptance of alternate feed material from the Heritage Minerals Incorporated (HMI) site, as 
authorized by License Condition 10.16 contained in License Amendment 18, dated December 29, 
2000.  

In reviewing the HTC SOP, the SERP had noted that the HTC SOP may be amended from time to 
time, subject to approval by IUSA's Safety and Environmental Review Panel (SERP), as appropriate 
to incorporate information and results obtained from the evaluation of health physics surveys, 
monitoring, and controls implemented pursuant to keeping radiological exposures to employees, the 
public and the environment As Low As Reasonably Achievable (ALARA). Consistent with this 
directive by the SERP, the ALARA Committee had determined that, rather than revising the HTC 
SOP to provide ALARA measures relative to the Heritage Material, a separate SOP would be 
developed specific to the Heritage Material.  

2.2.2 Summary of SERP Evaluation and Conclusions 

The SERP evaluations and conclusions regarding the Heritage SOP were as follows: 

In evaluating the Heritage SOP relative to Criterion 1, the SERP noted that the HTC SOP was 
approved by the NRC, and therefore the Heritage SOP, which was customized to be appropriate to 
the Heritage Material, would also be acceptable. IUSA's ability to accept these types of materials 
(i.e., materials potentially containing thorium in greater levels than in most previously-accepted 
alternate feed materials) had been approved by the NRC. However, the Heritage Material did not 
really fit the definition of HTC as contemplated by the HTC SOP, due to lower thorium 
concentration and lower volume of material when compared with the W.R. Grace material.  
Therefore, use of the Heritage SOP for acceptance of the Heritage Material did not conflict with any 
requirement specifically stated in the Mill license, and it would further enhance (rather than impair) 
IUSA's ability to meet all applicable NRC regulations, and Criterion 1 was satisfied.  

Criterion 2 was met for the following reasons. First, the intent of the SOP was to ensure that IUSA's 
practices for managing the Heritage Material were ALARA. This is completely consistent with 
IUSA's ALARA program, which is part of the Mill license. Second, the Heritage SOP did not 
produce any changes to the reclamation plan. Any effect of radon or thoron would be measured in 
the Mill's annual program for such monitoring, under the NESHAPs program. The cells currently 
meet a flux of 20 pCi/m2/second, and receipt of the Heritage Materials was considered in the EA and 
it was concluded that the material would have no impact on the ability to meet this level for 
reclamation. In fact, the SOP included specific language regarding tailings disposal to ensure that
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there would be no impacts on the cover design. Third, all differences between the HTC SOP and the 

Heritage SOP were carefully considered. It was concluded that the changes to the HTC SOP 

reflected in the Heritage SOP appropriately dealt with the Heritage Materials and that there was no 

degradation in the essential health and safety or environmental commitments in the license 

application. As a result, the SERP determined that approval and implementation of the Heritage 

SOP would ensure no degradation in the essential safety or environmental commitments in the 

license application, or provided by the approved reclamation plan, and therefore Criterion 2 was met.  

Criterion 3 requires that the action be consistent with the actions analyzed in the EA (i.e., that the 

licensee is not operating in an "unanalyzed condition"). The EA concluded that the Company's 

ALARA program is in accordance with Reg. Guide 8.31, which describes methods to ensure that 

Mill operations are ALARA. The HTC SOP was reviewed by the ALARA Committee, which 

recommended that it be used as a basis for development of the Heritage SOP. The specific changes 

made to develop the Heritage SOP were reviewed by the SERP to ensure that SERP criteria were 

met. Measures for accepting and managing the Heritage Material that are contained in the Heritage 

SOP, which were discussed and approved by the SERP, were adequate to ensure that acceptance and 

management of Heritage Material would be consistent with the EA and would further conditions 

ALARA. As a result, Criterion 3 was also satisfied.  

The SERP therefore concluded that: 

0 In accordance with the SERP SOP and Guidance, SOP PBL-6 was approved for 
usage at the Mill.  

* Approved distribution copies of the SOP were to be managed under the Mill 

document control distribution system.  

* Future modifications of SOP PBL-6 would be brought to the SERP for approval.  

0 This SOP should be reviewed by the ALARA Committee, prior to processing 
Heritage Material, based upon data gathered during Heritage Material receipt. Upon 

completion of use of this SOP, this SOP may be retired so that annual review would 
not be required.  

This SOP applies only to the Heritage Material, unless the ALARA Committee 

approves its usage for another alternate feed material.
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2.3 SERP 01/02-03 - September 14, 2001 and October 29, 2001 

2.3.1 Description of Change, Test, or Experiment 

The IUSA SERP met via teleconference on Monday, October 29 to consider SERP No. 01/02-03, 

regarding the following six Environmental Monitoring (EM) SOPs: 

A. PBL-EP- 1, Air Monitoring - Particulate Radionuclides 
B. PBL-EP-2, Stack Emission Monitoring Procedures 
C. PBL-EP-3, Surface Water Monitoring Plan 
D. PBL-EP-10, Surface Soil Monitoring 
E. PBL-EP- 11, Vegetation Monitoring 
F. PBL-EP-12, Specific Conductivity, pH Meter, and Temperature Field Instrument 

Calibration 

The ALARA Audit of 2000 had identified a need to update certain portions of the environmental 
protection SOPs, which were contained in the License Application. In response, the ALARA 

Committee placed revision of Appendix E, Environmental Monitoring SOPs as a priority item in the 
ALARA tracking list early in 2001.  

2.3.2 Summary of SERP Evaluation and Conclusions 

Following the 3'd Quarter 2001 ALARA Committee meeting of August 23, a second detailed 

technical review of these SOPs was performed. The EM SOPs that were the subject of SERP 01/02

03 were revised on the basis of review comments received prior to August 23, and refined further 
following the August 23 detailed technical review. The SERP discussed the interim revisions on 

September 14, 2001. In addition, if reviewers determined that additional documentation was 
required, Technical Memoranda ("TMs") and/or peer reviews were prepared as added documentation 
that certain proposed technical revisions are no less protective than approaches previously contained 

in the LA version of these SOPs. In addition, the Corporate Manager of Environmental Health and 

Safety (the "CMEHS") compared the proposed revised SOPs with similar sections contained in the 

License Application to ensure that key elements were maintained in the revision. The CMEHS noted 
that these revisions to these SOPs, which are part of the Environmental Protection Manual ("EPM"), 
contained updates for new instruments and approaches being used in environmental monitoring, and 

that these updates would also address concerns identified in previous ALARA Audits.  

The revisions considered by the SERP, and described by the CMEHS, were: 

* Based on (1) the previous SOPs contained in the License Application copied from the 
NRC Public Document Room (1991 revision) and (2) draft copies of Groundwater 
and Surface Water quality assurance manuals (1994 revision); and 

* Updated to reflect new instruments and procedures used at the Mill.
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Following the discussion of specific comments (notes detailing all comments and edits are contained 
in the full SERP Report 01/02-03 and backup documentation retained at the Mill), and in accordance 
with the SERP SOP and SERP Guidance, the SERP reviewed the revised SOPs, as summarized 
below.  

With respect to Criterion 1, the SERP noted that these SOPs were consistent with the license, in that 
the license requires that the Mill have SOPs to support and implement operations defined by the 
license and supporting documents.  

In particular, the SERP noted that the Mill's NRC License Condition 9.6 requires that: 

Standard operating procedures shall be established and followed for all operational 
process activities involving radioactive materials that are handled, processed, or 
stored. SOPs for operational activities shall enumerate pertinent radiation safety 
practices to be followed. Additionally, written procedures shall be established for 
non-operational activities to include in-plant and environmental monitoring, bioassay 
analyses, and instrument calibrations. An up-to-date copy of each written procedure 
shall be kept in the mill area to which it applies.  

All written procedures for both operational and non-operational activities shall be 
reviewed and approved in writing by the radiation safety officer (RSO) before 
implementation and whenever a change in procedure is proposed to ensure that 
proper radiation protection principles are being applied. In addition, the RSO shall 
perform a documented review or all existing operating procedures at least annually.  

License Condition 12 contains specific requirements with respect to stack sampling, surface water 
sampling, use of lower limits of detection, and inspections and calibration of the critical orifice 
assembly. The SERP found that SOPs subject to this SERP would ensure that all of these activities 
were performed in accordance with License Condition 12.  

In addition, the February 1997 EA authorizes the licensee to "make changes in the procedures 

presented in the application" so long as those changes meet the three criteria detailed in the EA and 
in License Condition 9.4(B). The SERP noted that these changes were also necessary to ensure that 
SOPs are established and followed for all non-operational activities, in this case environmental 
monitoring protection activities; and that they were up-to-date. In performing this update, the SOPs 

for environmental monitoring had also been reviewed and approved by the RSO and the CMEHS to 
ensure that proper environmental monitoring principles were being applied. The SOPs will receive 
an annual review by the RSO.  

For these reasons, the SERP determined that the improvements and updates in these SOPs would 

enhance (rather than degrade) IUSA's ability to comply with its license and NRC regulations. In 

addition, these updates and improvements of these SOPs were responsive to ALARA audit 
recommendations. Therefore, rather than impairing IUSA's ability to meet all applicable
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regulations, that ability was enhanced by these SOPs. Criterion 1 was therefore considered to be 
satisfied.  

Criterion 2 was met for the following reasons. The SOP revisions were in conformance with 
ALARA audit recommendations, and also incorporated other updates or enhancements to ensure that 
the SOPs, while being technically adequate, reflected current equipment, instruments, and practices.  
All reviews necessary to ensure that any change, if made, would be equally as protective as a 
previous approach, were included in the SERP review package. These reviews gave the SERP 
reasonable assurance that these revisions did not create any degradation in the essential safety or 
environmental commitments in the license application, or provided by the approved reclamation 
plan.  

Finally, the SERP evaluated the revisions relative to Criterion 3, noting that these revisions were 
consistent with the conclusions of actions analyzed in the EA because they included improvements 
to existing SOPs, and among them were revisions that were recommended by the ALARA audit.  
These SOPs were expected to produce no environmental impacts beyond those assessed in the EA 
dated February 1997, and were therefore consistent with the conclusions regarding actions analyzed 
in the EA. For example, as part of the SERP reviews of these SOPs, it was confirmed that the Stack 
Monitoring SOP was updated to reflect the current emission control equipment. The 1997 EA 
specifies requirements for stack effluent sampling in Section 4.6.1 (b.). The Stack Monitoring SOP 
reviewed under this SERP met the sampling frequencies and analytical requirements, and was 
otherwise consistent with, the requirements stated in the 1997 EA.  

The SERP conclusions regarding the Environmental Monitoring SOPs were as follows: 

In accordance with the SERP SOP and Guidance, following incorporation of the 
minor modifications discussed in this SERP and attached to SERP Report 0 1/02-03, 
Environmental Protection SOPs, SOP Numbers PBL-EP-1, EP-2, EP-3, EP-10, EP
11, and EP-12, Rev. No. IUSA-1, were approved for usage at the Mill.  

Copies of these Environment Protection SOPs, together with the forms to be used in 
performing the SOPs, were to be provided for the Mill document control distribution 
system.  

Future modifications of any Environmental Protection SOP would be brought to the 
SERP for approval.  

The ALARA Committee, meeting quarterly to consider any issues relating to SOPs, 
would discuss these SOPs with the Mill Radiation Staff once per year to ensure that 
they remain current and up to date; in addition, performance of these SOPs would be 
one of the subjects of the annual ALARA audit.
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2.4 SERP 01/02-04 - May 9,2002 

2.4.1 Description of Change, Test, or Experiment 

The SERP met via teleconference on Thursday, May 9, in accordance with SERP procedures in and 

the SERP Guidance, to consider SERP No. 01/02-04, regarding the following: 

A. RPP-1, Book 14 - Respiratory Protection Program 

The ALARA Committee and the RSO identified a need to update certain portions of the Radiation 

Protection Program ("RPP"), which was previously contained in the 1991 Mill License Application.  

In response, the AC placed revision of RPP as a priority item in the ALARA tracking list on 

February 1,2001. During the first quarter 2002 AC meeting, the ALARA Committee directed that 

the RPP updates were to be completed prior to the Mill run, which was anticipated to commence by 

early summer of 2002.  

2.4.2 Summary of SERP Evaluation and Conclusions 

The progression of revisions and reviews is detailed in SERP Report 0 1/02-04, and backup 

documentation which is retained on file at the Mill.  

The CMEHS and the RSO noted that, throughout the revision and review process, every effort was 

made to ensure that any proposed revisions resulted in a Respiratory Protection Program ("RPP") 

that is no less protective than the RPP previously contained in the 1991 License Application. These 

revisions to the RPP contained updates for new canisters and had been reviewed to ensure that the 

Program was consistent with 10 CFR Part 20 and NRC Regulatory Guidance. This RPP: 

* Was based on the previous RPP contained in the License Application copied from the 

NRC Public Document Room (1991 revision); and 

Was updated to reflect updated equipment and procedures used at the Mill, as well as 

being reformatted to address each procedure 

The entire AC had previously considered the proposed revisions, and the SERP then reviewed and 

discussed comments on specific pages and sections of the final draft revised RPP. Notes from each 

review and SERP discussion are attached to SERP Report 01/02-04.  

With respect to Criterion 1, the SERP determined that this RPP revision was consistent with the 

license. The license requires that the Mill have SOPs to support and implement operations defined 

by the license and supporting documents.
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In addition, the Mill's NRC License Condition 9.6 requires that: 

Standard operating procedures shall be established and followed for all operational 
process activities involving radioactive materials that are handled, processed, or 

stored. SOPs for operational activities shall enumerate pertinent radiation safety 
practices to be followed. Additionally, written procedures shall be established for 
non-operational activities to include in-plant and environmental monitoring, bioassay 

analyses, and instrument calibrations. An up-to-date copy of each written procedure 

shall be kept in the mill area to which it applies.  

All written procedures for both operational and non-operational activities shall be 
reviewed and approved in writing by the radiation safety officer (RSO) before 

implementation and whenever a change in procedure is proposed to ensure that 

proper radiation protection principles are being applied. In addition, the RSO shall 
perform a documented review or all existing operating procedures at least annually.  

The February 1997 EA authorizes the licensee to "make changes in the procedures presented in the 

application" so long as those changes meet the three criteria detailed in the EA and in License 

Condition 9.4(B). The SERP noted that these changes were also necessary to ensure that SOPs were 

established and followed for all non-operational activities, in this case RPP activities; and that they 

were up-to-date. In performing this update, the RPP had been carefully reviewed and approved by 

the RSO and the CMEHS to ensure that proper respiratory protection principles were being applied.  

The RSO also performs annual reviews.  

In view of the foregoing, the SERP found that the improvements and updates in the procedures and 

technologies contained in this RPP, and the addition of a policy statement, would enhance (rather 

than degrade) IUSA' s ability to comply with its license and with NRC regulations, and therefore met 
Criterion 1.  

In evaluating the RPP relative to Criterion 2, the SERP found that the RPP revisions were in 

conformance with ALARA Committee and RSO recommendations, and went further by 

incorporating other updates or enhancements to ensure that the procedures contained in the RPP, 

while being technically adequate, also reflected current equipment, instruments, and practices. Also, 
all reviews necessary to ensure that any change, if made, would be equally as protective as a 

previous approach, were performed. These reviews give the SERP reasonable assurance that these 

revisions did not create any degradation in the essential safety or environmental commitments in the 

license application, or provided by the approved reclamation plan, and that the revised RPP was 

consistent with the version of the RPP, which was presented in the 1991 License Application.  

In considering the RPP's ability to satisfy Criterion 3, the SERP observed that the EA of February 
1997 states, in Section 4.7, In-Plant Safety, that: 

NRC, through 10 CFR Part 20 and license conditions, requires a radiological safety 

program that contains the basic elements needed to assure that exposures are kept
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low, or, in any event, as low as is reasonably achievable (ALARA). Therefore, an in
plant radiation safety program including the following is required: 

Qualified management of the radiation safety program and 
appropriate training of personnel; 

Written radiation procedures; 

Airborne and surface contamination sampling and monitoring; 

Internal and external radiation monitoring programs; 

An approved respiratory protection program; and 

Annual ALARA audits and frequent in-house inspections.  

NRC considers the program of in-plant safety, as required by Federal regulations, 
and the radiation safety program as defined by 10 CFR Part 20 to be sufficient to 
protect the worker during normal operations. The NRC evaluation of the licensee's 
radiation safety program is discussed more fully in the SER.  

The SERP noted that, in addition to the above EA reference, the Safety Evaluation Report (SER) 
transmitted with the 1997 EA lists under Section 4.5.3, Respiratory Protection Program, the 
elements required in an RPP for the facility; RSO responsibilities; and training requirements. The 
SERP found that the revised RPP continued to contain all of the items described in the SER.  
However, while the revised RPP specified that the Mill Manager was responsible for ensuring that an 
RPP is established and maintained, the SER indicated that the individual responsible for this action 
was the Maintenance Superintendent. The President indicated that the Maintenance Superintendent 
position does not exist in IUSA' s organization, and that the Mill Manager position was in fact a more 
responsible position.  

The SERP found that these revisions would produce no environmental impacts beyond those 
assessed in the EA dated February 1997, and were expected to continue to ensure in-plant worker 
safety. It could therefore be concluded that the RPP was consistent with the conclusions of actions 
analyzed in the EA dated February 1997, and that Criterion 3 was satisfied.  

The SERP conclusions and recommendations regarding the RPP were as follows: 

0 The RPP and associated attachments were approved for usage at the Mill.  

0 Attachments to the SERP report would include Reg. Guide 8.15.  

Copies of the RPP, together with previous markups showing the changes considered 
during the revision process, were attached to SERP Report 01/02-04 for purposes of
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recording the actions of the SERP. An approved distribution copy of the RPP would 

be provided under separate cover for the Mill document control distribution system.  

0 Future modifications of the RPP would be brought to the SERP for approval.  

The AC, meeting quarterly to consider any issues relating to the RPP, would discuss 

the RPP with the Mill Radiation Staff once per year to ensure that it remains current 

and up to date; in addition, performance of the procedures in the RPP will be one of 

the subjects of the annual ALARA audit.  

Other SOPs would be reviewed for consistency with the RPP. This action would be 

added to the ALARA tracking list.  

* Prior to operation of the vanadium packaging area, the use of full vs. half-face 

respirators would have to be reviewed to ensure protection against fumes and 

protection of eyes as well as respiratory protection.  

2.5 SERP 01/02-05 - June 6, 2002 

2.5.1 Description of Change, Test, or Experiment 

The SERP met via teleconference on Thursday, June 6, 2002, to consider the following issue: 

A. Revision of Table 1 in the July 19, 2000 revision of the Sampling and 

Analysis Plan ("SAP") for confirmatory sampling of Ashland 1 material to 

address three analytes detected in IT Corporation ("IT") confirmatory 

sampling that were not previously included in Table 1 of the July 19, 2000 

revision of the SAP ("Table 1").  

2.5.2 Summary of SERP Evaluation and Conclusions 

The SERP evaluation of this issue in light of Criterion 1 found that modifying the SAP was 

consistent with the license. The license requires that IUSA review analytical results to determine 

that no RCRA listed hazardous waste is included in material to be processed. Addition of these 

analytes to the SAP Table was in conformance with the license requirement that the Mill not accept 

RCRA listed hazardous waste, and addition of these analytse would not impair IUSA's ability to 

meet all applicable regulations. As a result, Criterion 1 was satisfied.  

With respect to Criterion 2, the SERP determined that revision to the SAP Table I would be in 

conformance with the License Application commitment that IUSA would have a Sampling and 

Analysis Plan and program in place for shipments received from Ashland 1. The objective of that 

commitment in the License Application was to ensure that IUSA would only process materials that 

conform to environmental commitments made in the license amendment application. Therefore, 

addition of these compounds to the SAP Table 1 would not create any degradation of the essential
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safety or environmental commitments in the license application, or provided by the approved 

reclamation plan. The SERP also evaluated safety in terms of unloading requirements and handling 

properties of the material based on a review by an independent chemical expert, and was advised 

that: 

* The materials could not generate a vapor concentration sufficient to require 

respiratory protective equipment for vapors; 

* Current worker personal protective equipment was sufficient for protection from skin 

exposure; 

* The materials would be safely compatible with all chemicals which they will contact 

in the Mill; and 

* The materials would not affect the tailings impoundments or the Reclamation Plan 

for the Mill.  

Based on these considerations, Criterion 2 was considered to be met.  

During the SERP evaluation with respect to Criterion 3, the SERP noted that the primary 

environmental impacts evaluated in the EA of February, 1997 were based on the tailings containing 

large volumes of organics, such as kerosene and alcohol; large volumes of acid solutions; and 

smaller volumes of process chemicals. The EA assumed that the Mill was designed to manage such 

chemicals in significantly greater quantities than these trace levels being added to the SAP, which 

may not even actually arrive at the Mill due to volatilization. Therefore, the theoretical presence of 

these compounds would have no environmental impact, and Criterion 3 would be satisfied.  

The SERP conclusions and recommendations regarding revision of the SAP Table 1 were as follows: 

Three additional compounds reported in IT sampling, chloromethane, carbon 

tetrachloride, and 1,4 dichlorobenzene, were not RCRA listed hazardous wastes.  

* The chemical engineering consultant advised IUSA that the presence of these 

compounds presented no additional environmental, health or safety impacts or 

additional handling requirements at the levels at which they were reported.  

* Acceptance of materials containing these compounds, as well as those already 

identified in the July 19, 2000 SAP, was in conformance with the environmental 

commitments in License Amendment 10, in compliance with all NRC requirements 

applicable to the Mill, and consistent with the conclusions of the EA dated February, 

1997; in other words, the three SERP Criteria were met.
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Table 1 of the SAP would be revised to include these compounds, as identified in 

the J. A. Tischler memorandum of May 24,2002.  

A copy of SAP, as revised in accordance with this conclusion, would be attached 

to SERP Report 01/02-05.
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3.0 SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS 

During the reporting period, five separate SERP evaluations were conducted and completed in 
accordance with SERP procedures in White Mesa Mill SOP PBL-1, Rev. No. R-2, and the SERP 
Guidance. SERP evaluations detailed above ensured that each approved action met the criteria 
stated in License Condition 9.4 (B). Records of each SERP evaluation and action are documented in 
individual SERP Reports retained at the Mill for review and inspection, in accordance with 
requirements in the Mill license.
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AIR MONITORING - PARTICULATE RADIONUCLIDES 

PART I AIR MONITORING PLAN 

1.0 PARTICULATE RADIONUCLIDE AIR MONITORING 

Air samples for monitoring particulate radionuclides are taken at the following four 

locations: (See Attachment A) 

BHV-1 Northeast of the Mill at the meteorological station.  
BHV-2 Approximately 2.5 miles north of the Mill.  

BHV-4 Approximately 400 yards south of Cell no. 4.  

BIHV-5 Approximately 100 yards south of the intersection of State Highway 191 
and the Mill access road.  

Air samples are collected on a weekly basis. A composite of 13 weekly samples from 

each of the above locations is prepared to form a quarterly sample for each location.  

2.0 QUALITY ASSURANCE 

Quality assurance of the samples is met by collecting samples in accordance with the 

conditions and guidelines set forth in this SOP. (Section 6.0).  

Quality assurance of the analytical results is based on the contract laboratory's quality 

controls such as blanks, duplicates, and standard percent recovery. The laboratory will 

also follow U.S. EPA Guide SW-846 and U.S. NRC Regulatory Guides 4.14 and 4.15 

when analyzing the air filter samples. The laboratory is committed to meet the LLD 

values for radionuclides listed in these guidance documents, and will perform re-runs on 

all samples not meeting these limits.  

3.0 ANALYTICAL REQUIREMENTS 

Each quarterly sample will be analyzed for U-nat, Ra-226, Th-230 and Pb-210. Results 

will be expressed in picocuries per milliliter (pCi/mL).  

PART II STANDARD OPERATING PROCEDURES 

1.0 EQUIPMENT 

The equipment used in monitoring levels of particulate radionuclides consists of high 

volume air samplers equipped with mass flow controllers and vacuum switch controlled 

timers. The samplers are capable of collecting air through the sample filter at a 

volumetric flow rate of approximately 40 standard cubic feet per minute (scfin). The 
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mass flow controller varies the actual air flow rate as dictated by changing temperature, 
filter loading, and barometric pressure to maintain a constant standard air flow rate. The 
actual rate is read directly from the analog gauge located on the front panel. The timer is 
turned off when no vacuum exists in the system, i.e., when the motor/blower assembly is 
disconnected or otherwise malfunctions.  

Particulates are trapped on an 8 x 10-inch glass microfiber filter such as one of the 
following, or equivalent: 

1. Whatman EPM 1000 
2. Whatman EPM 2000 
3. Schliecher & Schuell #1 HV.  

2.0 MONITORING METHODOLOGY 

The air samplers are mounted on towers approximately 2 meters above ground plane.  
The samplers run continuously except for calibration, mechanical or electrical failure, and 
maintenance down time. Target flow rate will be 32 scfin.  

Air filters are replaced weekly due to particulate loadings. Maximum filter use duration 
will be weekly unless weather conditions prohibit safe access to one or more of the air 
monitoring station locations.  

Each filter is stamped by the manufacturer with a unique number. The blank filters are 
weighed to the nearest 0.0001 gram using a Sartorius Model 2432 analytical balance or 
equivalent. The filters are kept in manila folders for support during transportation. The 
weights are then recorded on the filter folders along with the location, filter number, start 
date, and start time. When the filters are collected in the field, the stop date and time are 
entered on the folder. On return from the field, the filters are again weighed and the gross 
weights are recorded on the folders. Filters and folders are kept in resealable plastic bags.  

Samples are collected continuously for approximately one week. The "loaded" filters are 
removed from the shut down samplers, folded, and placed in the folders in the plastic 
bags. If any part of the filter remains on the seal gasket, it is removed and added to the 
folder. The new filters are removed from their folders and placed on the vacuum head 
with the filter holder frame tightened enough to seal, but not tight enough to rupture the 
filters. The samplers are then turned on.  

Each station's filters are composited on a quarterly basis (13 weeks) by the environmental 
staff. The samples are forwarded, along with an analytical sheet and (COC) form, to the 
(Attachment B) to the contract laboratory in sealed plastic bags.
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3.0 CALIBRATION 

3.1 Orifice Plate 

Calibration shall be performed every two years by the EPA or by an EPA-approved 
method. The procedure for calibration is attached (Attachment B). Calibration 
equipment consists of: 

1. Model GMW-6000 Primary Calibration System Roots Meter 
2. Model GMW-25 Calibration Orifice Assembly 

Calibration records are kept in the environmental files.  

3.2 Sampler 

Sampler airflow rates are checked weekly by visual observation of the analog meter, 
graduated in standard cubic feet per minute.  

Calibration and preventive maintenance of the equipment occurs during the first Monday 
of each month. The preventative maintenance program calls for replacement of the motor 
carbon brushes. If a non-scheduled motor replacement is necessary, the sampler is re
calibrated.  

An orifice plate assembly and U-tube manometer are used for monthly calibrations.  

The sampler flow rate is regulated to a standard air volume that is recorded on the field 
calibration sheet using 20'C. (298 K) and 29.2 inches (760 mm) of mercury as standard 
conditions. A monthly calibration worksheet (Attachment C) is completed for each air 
sampling station and retained in the files.  

The monthly calibration task involves the following: 
1. Before visiting each monitoring location, the air temperature and barometric 

pressure are recorded.  
2. Brushes are replaced at each BHV site monthly.  
3. The motors are replaced as required. The replacement motors are usually 

prepared at the Mill office.  
4. The new filter is placed on the vacuum head, and the orifice plate is secured on 

top of the filter.  
5. The orifice plate is connected to the U-tube manometer and the initial inches H20 

is recorded.  
6. The control screw is adjusted as necessary to advance or slow the vacuum motor 

to reach the desired flow rate. The final flow rate must be at least 32 scfm on the 
analog meter and reach 75% on-stream time for the quarter to meet the required 
LLD for the radionuclide parameters.  

7. The U-tube manometer level, in inches, is then recorded and a flow rate 
calculated.  
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4.0 CALCULATIONS 

Using inches of water from the U-tube, refer to the following subsections to perform the 
calculation of flow rate. Section 4.1 provides the equation used to compute the flow rate 
at field conditions, and the "actual" flow rate, in cubic meters per minute. Actual flow 
rate must be corrected to standard flow rate using the flow rate equation in Section 4.2.  

The standard flow rate is then converted to standard cubic feet with the conversion 
equation in Section 4.3.  

4.1 Orifice Equation 

Using the inches of water determined from the U-tube, the following equation is used to 
calculated the flowrate at field conditions using: 

Qa = a x (inches of water) b 
Where 
Qa = Flow rate at field conditions, in cubic meters per minute (m3 / min).  
a = orifice constant 
b = orifice constant.  

The constants a and b in the above equation are provided by the calibration laboratory for 
each specific calibrated orifice (Attachment D). Each orifice will have unique 
performance properties which relate to design and those measured performance properties 
are incorporated into the flow equation as specific constants. *[The flow equation 
demonstrates the relationship between measured vacuum pressure in inches of water to 
actual flow rate utilizing this device].  

4.2 Standard Conditions Flow Rate Equation 

The flow rate at standard conditions is calculated by adjusting the field condition flow 
rate, calculated above, by the following equation: 

Qs=oax [Pax Ts] 
[Ps x Ta] 

where 

Ts = Absolute temperature at orifice calibration (298 K) 
Ta = Absolute temperature at air sampler calibration (273*C + measured °C) 
Ps = Atmospheric pressure at orifice calibration (760 mm Hg) 
Pa = Atmospheric pressure at air sampler calibration (measured mm Hg) 
Qs = Flow rate at standard conditions in cubic meters per minute (m3 / min).  
Qa = Flow rate at field conditions in cubic meters per minute(m3 / min).  
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4.3 Correction Equation 

To convert the standard flowrate, Qs, from cubic meters per minute to 
standard cubic feet per minute, use the following equation: 

Q Standard Cubic Feet per Minute = 35.341 x Qs 

5.0 RECORD KEEPING 

The records are kept on the filter folders, which are retained in the environmental files in 
the environmental office, and are also into the computer files, after the data have been 
reviewed. The following information will be entered in computer files (see Attachment 
E): 

"* Filter number 
"* Start date 
"* Start time 
"* End date 
* Stop time 
"* Total time 
"* Total liters 
"* Loading in mg/cubic meter 
"* Percent on-stream 
"* Weekly average flow rate in cubic feet per minute 

6.0 QUALITY ASSURANCE 

6.1 Installation and Removal of Filters 

Field methods to assure quality of air sample collection include the following: 

1. Inspection of all new filters for aberrations and discarding damaged ones.  
2. Maintaining seals on equipment connections.  
3. Careful installation and removal of filters, retaining all abraded filter media.  
4. Proper sequential handling of all filters.  
5. Filters are inspected for fingerprint contamination by visual observation.  

6.2 Sample Duration 

Maintenance of sample duration is assured by: 

1. Installation of a vacuum-actuated timer which operates the timer only when 
the motor is running and pulling the minimum allowable vacuum.  
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2. Weekly monitoring of motor brush and alternator bearing wear and proper 
change-out at appropriate intervals (monthly).  

6.3 Sample Flow Rate 

Quality assurance of sample flow rate is accomplished by weekly visual checks of the 
analog read-out. Monthly checks of flow controller operation and documentation thereof 
also provide quality assurance. Samplers are checked for calibration at motor rotation 
intervals (monthly).  

6.4 Calculations 

Calculations are checked on a random basis for inconsistencies, and such checks are 
documented.  

Upon retrieval of the data analytical sheet from the contract laboratory, the date of receipt 
is noted, along with the date of transcribing to the sample station log sheet and the 
transcriber's initials. The transcription of data is reviewed by another person in the 
Environmental Department to minimize transposition of numerical values. Calculation 
and data storage is by computer program.  

6.5 Sampler Performance 

A record of sampler operation time versus total possible duration time is maintained as a 
flag against excessive equipment downtime. Sampler performance is reviewed monthly.  

6.6 Quality Control Methodology 

Blanks are weighed each week and submitted alongside the actual filters. The filters and 
blanks are recorded on an analytical sheet which is sent to the vendor, and this sheet is 
returned with the results.
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STACK EMISSION MONITORING PROCEDURES 

WHITE MESA GAS STACK EMISSIONS 

1.0 INTRODUCTION 

White Mesa uses scientifically approved reference methods to determine gas stack 

emissions release concentration for radionuclide particulates. These methods 

conform to principles that apply to obtaining valid samples of airborne radioactive 
materials, using prescribed acceptable methods and materials for gas and 
particulate sampling. See American Standard Guide to Sampling Airborne 
Radioactive Materials in Nuclear Facilities ANSI N13.1-1969. These sampling 
methods are also consistent with guidance contained in the U.S. Nuclear 
Regulatory Commission's Regulatory Guide 4.14, "Radiological Effluent and 

Environmental Monitoring at Uranium Mills." 

2.0 SAMPLING METHODOLOGIES 

The sampling methods for airborne radionuclide particulates, from the yellowcake 
dryer and other mill effluent control stacks, are identical to methods published in 

the EPA's manual, Gas Stream Sampling Reference Methods for New Source 

Performance Standards; they are found in the EPA Manual in Appendix No. 5, 
"Determination of Particulate Emissions from Stationary Sources" and Appendix 

No. 17, "Determination of Particulate Emissions from Stationary Sources (In

Stack Filtration Method)". These appendices are attached to this SOP. Sampling 
is performed as per the methods, to ensure that the sampling and results are: (1) 

isokinetic; (2) representative; and (3) adequate for determination of the release 
rates and concentrations of U-Nat, Th-230, Ra-226 and Pb-210.  

2.1 Sampling Equipment 

Sampling equipment used to collect airborne radionuclide particulates from point 

source emission stacks at the Mill consists of equipment manufactured by 
Research Appliance Company (RAC), (or other equivalent apparatuses), as 
follows: 

1. RAC Model 201009 Model 2414 stack sampler.  
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2. Two each, RAC Model 201044 modular sample cases. One heater box and 
one glassware box.  

4. One each, RAC Model 201019 umbilical cord.  
Three each, RAC Model 201013 - 100mm diameter filter holders.  

5. One each, RAC Model 201005 standard pilot tube, three feet length, 
stainless steel/S-type probe.  

6. Barometer.  
7. Psychrometer.  
8. Satorius Model 2432 balance or equivalent.  
9. Triple beam balance.  

Equipment instruction and operating manual(s) provided by the manufacturer(s) 
are retained at the Mill and used for specific guidance and reference.  

2.2 Sample Collection 

Gas stack samples are collected from emission control systems used in Uranium 
Recovery Operations at the Mill. These samples are collected from process stacks 
when the emission control systems are operating. They are sampled for 
radionuclide particulate concentrations at a frequency in accordance with Table 
5-1. Sample collection methods are described in detail in EPA Method #5 and 
EPA Method #17, Determination of Particulate Matter Emissions From Stationary 
Sources. It is necessary to read and understand all procedures described in the 
methods and in the equipment manual. The operation of the equipment requires 
"hands-on" instruction from the Radiation Departmental Staff from individuals 
who are experienced in using sample collection equipment and applying sample 
collection methods. The following steps are described for stack sample 
collection.  

1. Check equipment listed in Section 2.1 of this SOP. Consult the 
manufacturers equipment operations manual for details.  

2. Assemble equipment as described in the operations manual for sample 
collection Method EPA #17.  

3. Follow the calibration procedure listed in the manual. If the 
calibration measurements are not obtained, consult the trouble 
shooting section of the manual for corrective instruction. Once the 
collection apparatus is calibrated, proceed to the next step.  

4. Weigh a new glass fiber filter, record the weight, and place in the 
filter holder assembly.  

5. Check the sample collection system for leaks.  
6. Cap ends of sample probes to prevent contamination and transport 

sample unit to the sample location.  
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7. Uncap sample end and insert 3/8-diameter sample probe into the stack 
in the midsection of the exhaust stream.  

8. Turn sample apparatus on and observe unit operation to insure a 
sample is being collected and the apparatus is functioning properly.  

9. Collect the stack sample for at least one hour during periods of routine 
process operation. Note the collection time.  

10. Record the information described in the manufacture's operations 
manual. This information is also described in the EPA Methods for 
point source particulate emissions.  

11. After sample collection is complete, turn off unit. Obtain sample 
filter from filter housing and place in a new plastic petri dish. Send to 
outside laboratory for radionuclide analysis in accordance with Table 
5.1.  

2.3 Sample Handling and Shipping 

1. During preparation and assembly on the sampling train, keep all 
openings where contamination can occur covered until just prior to 
assembly or until sampling is about to begin.  

2. Using a tweezer or clean disposable surgical gloves, place a labeled 
(identified) and weighed filter in the filter holder. Be sure that the 
filter is properly centered and the gasket properly placed so as to 
prevent the sample gas stream from circumventing the filter. Check 
the filter for tears after assembly is completed.  

3. Before moving the sampling train to the cleanup site, remove the 
probe from the sample train, wipe off the silicone grease, and cap the 
open outlet of the probe. Be careful not to lose any condensate that 
might be present. Wipe off the silicone grease from the filter inlet 
where the probe was fastened, and cap it. Remove the umbilical cord 
from the last impinger, and cap the impinger. If a flexible line is used 
between the first impinger or condenser and the filter holder, 
disconnect the line at the filter holder, and let any condensed water or 
liquid drain into the impingers or condenser. After wiping off the 
silicone grease, cap off the filter holder outlet and impinger inlet.  
Either ground-glass stoppers, plastic caps, or serum caps may be used 
to close these openings.  

4. Transfer the probe and filter-impinger assembly to the cleanup area.  
This area should be clean and protected from the wind so that the 
chances of contaminating or losing the sample will be minimized.  

5. Save a portion of the acetone used for cleanup as a blank. Take 200 
ml of this acetone directly from the wash bottle being used, and place 
it in a glass sample container labeled "acetone blank." 

6. Carefully remove the filter from the filter holder, and place it in its 
identified petri dish container. Use a pair of tweezers and/or clean 
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disposable surgical gloves to handle the filter. If it is necessary to fold 
the filter, do so such that the PM cake is inside the fold. Using a dry 
Nylon bristle brush and/or a sharp-edged blade, carefully transfer to 
the petri dish and PM and/or filter fibers that adhere to the filter 
holder gasket. Seal the container.  

7. Send to the laboratory for radionuclide analysis.  

3.0 RECORD KEEPING 

Records of gas stack effluent sampling events and results of analysis are retained 
at the Mill. The following information is recorded: 

1. Stack and Run ID 
2. Date and Sampler 
3. Sampled Air Volume at standard conditions 
4. Sampled Water Volume at standard conditions 
5. Moisture Content (volume basis) 
6. Stack Gas Molecular Weight (wet basis) 
7. Stack Gas Velocity 
8. Stack Gas Volumetric Flow Rate (dry basis, at standard conditions) 
9. Particulate Concentration 
10. Percent Isokinetics 
11. Emission Rates for Particulates U-Nat, Th-230, Ra-226, and Pb-210.  

The data are used to calculate emission rates in pounds and pico curies per hour 
for radionuclide particulate concentrations.  

4.0 MONITORING LOCATION AND FREQUENCY 

Stack sampling must be performed during any quarter or semi-annual period that 
the stacks operate in accordance with the schedule in Table 6.1. During non
operational periods, stack sampling is not performed.  

4.1 YELLOWCAKE STACKS 

The exhaust stack for the drying and packaging equipment associated with the 
yellowcake calciner is sampled on a quarterly basis during operations. The 
sample ports are located on the roof of the main Mill building.  

4.2 Feed Stacks 

The grizzly feed stack is located on the north end of the grizzly structure. This 
stack is accessible from a stack platform and is sampled on a semi-annual basis if 
this system is operating.  
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6.3 Chemical Sample Control 

Analyses on each period's sample shall include blanks for both the filters, 
impinger solutions, and the rinse solutions. A field log book shall be maintained 
listing data generated, determinations of volumes measured, and net gain weights 
of filters to provide a back up to summary data records. Filters are transmitted 
within plastic enclosed petri dishes. Handling of filters is only done using 
tweezers.  

6.4 Calculations 

All calculations will be retained at the Mill in both a hard copy and computer 
files.  

The gas stack effluent concentrations (C) are calculated as follows: 

Lab Result OCi (A) / Volume Sampled (V) = Effluent Concentration (C) 

where 

Volume Sampled (V) = Flow rate (Q) * Time of sample collection in minutes (t) 

and 

Lab Result jtCi (A) = Radioisotopic activity, in p.Ci on air filter 
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EPA Method #17 

"Determination of Particulate Matter Emissions From 
Stationary Sources" 

40 CFR Part 60 Volume 2 App. A 

METHOD 17-DETfRMINATION OF PARTICULATE MArFER EMISSIONS FtOM STATIONARY SOURCES 

Note: Tis method does not inclhte an of the spcificsaos (e.g.. eqnipmet and supplies) and predure (e.g., saplig rd alytc) essen

tial to its perfoca c- Some material is iucarported by rf&xence fxom other methods in this pet Therefmwu to cham reliable insults, paos =ksg 

tds method should have a orsh knowledge of at leat the following additional est mthods. Method 1, Method 2, Method 3. MethodS.  

1.0 Scope and App~tztidt 
1.1 An4yt arcult m r . No CA number asiSgnd.  

Note: par• t •mlaemtr is not a absolute quantity. It is a funcon o t=perature and pressre. Tha d, to prevent vasiability in PM omission 

ergulItions and/or associaed test methods, the Utepenst ati pressr at which PM is to be mesmed must be c• Mly defined. Of ihe two varables 

(t.. cm O and pr•ssure.ý tena•) tf has the grea effc upon the amount of PM in an efflu•nt ps steam; in most satory soyce cegories.  

the effect of presse appears to be neglgle. In Method 5.120 degC (248 deg.F) is established as a nominal reference temperatuRe. Thus, where 

Method 5 is specified in an applicabl subpart of the standavd, PM is defind with respect to temperutre. In order to mi-1ntai a collction temperature 

of 120 desg.C (248 degfl Method 5 employs a heated gi samp probe and a hested filter hold-e. This equipment is somewhat cumbersome and 

rcquir c= m its opeation. Tbefore, wher PM coocentratous (over the normal rane of teoprnm amdscd with I specfied source categy) 

=ar known to be independent of te~mperature, it is desirable zo eliminate the glass probe a=d the heating systemns, and to sample at stat tempersM.  

1.2 Applicub•c. This method Is applicable for the determination of PM emissions, where: PM coacentradonar mu kown to be independent of 

temperature ovethe no-al range of t••enpme s cdazncteaise o1fmissions fom a spcif•id smue category, Itis intended to be used only when spec

ified by an applicable iiabpat of the standards, and only within the ap*ple temperam: limits (if specified), or when otherwis approved by the 

AdminiautidoL This medwd is not applicable to stack tat contain liquid droplets or saturaed with waser vapor In additioa. dtis method shal not be 

used as wr itte if the pqojemctd cross-sectional area of the probe extenslon-filter bolder assmbly cov ms than 5 percent of the stat cNN-veetoaal 

ar (see Sectln 8.1.2).  
1.3 Dam Quality Oljectives. Adherence to the xcquirmets of this method wil enhaimc the cqulty of the data obtained fom air pollutant a•-
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2.0 Surnmy of Method 

2-1 Pfrnular ea•ie: is withdrawn isokinerically from the source and collected on a glass fiber fiter ma=aiand a stack teapes The PM 

mass is determined gravimetrically after the removal of uncombined wurc.  

3.0 Dfiiinions 
Same as Method 5. Section 3.0.  

4.0 In•e7ferw•ne. [Reserved] 
5.0 Saqef 

5.1 Disclaimer. This method may involve hazardous materials. operations. and equipment. This test method may not ar all of th safety 

problems associated with it use. It is the responsbillty of the user of this test method to establish sppropoate safety and health *rinea =ud determine 

the appcabity of regulatory limitatmo prior to performing this tW metod.  

6.0 Fquomeni and Suppies 
6.1 SamplingThin- A schemati of the sampling rain used in this method is shw in FIgure 17-1. The g a-Ain components and operation 

and maintenance am very similar to Method 5, which should be consutted for detailb.  
6.1. Probe Nozzle, Diffesental Pressure Gage. Metering Systemr, Bamete Gas Density Determin'dion EquliprnL Same as in Mehod 5, 

Sections 6.1.1. 6.1A. 6.1.8.6.1.9, and 6.1.0, respectively.  
6.1.2 Filer Holder. The in-stack filter holder shall be constructed of brosilicate or quartz glass, or stdailess steel. YIf gasket is ued. it shal be 

made of silicone rubber, nTflh . or stainless steeL Other holder and gasket mmreas mi y be used. subJect to the approval of the Adminiiton Tbh fil 

holder shall be designed to provide a positve seal aanst leakage ftom te outside or around the fil.e.  

6.1.3 Probe Extension- Any suitable tigd probe extension may be mued aftnr the filter holdem 
6.1.4 Pint Tube. = as in Method 5. Section 61.3.  
6.1.4.1 It is recomme.ndned (1) that the pitot tube have a kbown baseline coefficient, detnmuined as outlined in Section 10 of Methd 2;. n (2) that 

this known coefficient be preserved by placing the pitot nube in an interterrene-frec arangement with respect to the sampling nozzle, tilt= holde, and 

temperatu senor (see Figure 17-1). Not that the 1 era (1f4-in.) Cr-space betwee the nozzle and pitot tube shown in Figur 17-1, is based on a 1.3 

cm (Q-in.) ID nozzle. If th sampling train is designed for sampling at higher ftow rs than dat described inAFrD-0S81, thus necessitafng ihe use of 

lager sized nozzles, the free-space shall be 1.9 cm (31M-in-) with ft largest sired nozl in place.  
6.1.4.2 Souree-sampling aassmblies that do nor meet the minimam spacingrequixemnt of Figure 17-1 (or the equivalent of these requirements, 

e.., Figure 2-4 of Method 2) may be used; however, the pitot trtbe coefficients of such assemblics shal be determined by calibration. using mthods 

subject to the approval of the Administrator.  
6.1.5 Condenwse. It is recommended that the iminpr system or altemadives described in Method 5 be used to determine the moistur consent of 

to stack gas. Flexible tnbingmay be used between the probe extension and condenser. Long tubing lngths may affit th moisture dctmadon.  

6.2 Sample Recovzym. Probe-liner and probe-nozzle brusher, wash bottles, glass sap4p storage containers, peta dies. graduated cylinderm cdi 

or balaoce, plastic stora containers. funnel and rubber policeman, fmunel. Sam as in Method 5, Sections 6.21 through 62.8, espectively.  

6.3 Sample Analysis. Glass weighing dishes, desiccator, analytical balance, baladne, beakers, hygrometer. =tempt sucns Sme a in 

Method 5, Sertios 6.3.1 tough 63.7. respectiveiy.  

7.0 Reagents and Srdanrds 
7.1 Samplin. Filters. silieagl, watr, crusd ice, stopcock grease. Same as in Method 5. Sectitns 7.1.1,7.12.7.1.3, 7A, and 7.13", repc

tively. Thimble glass fiber ffitrs may also be used.  
7.2 Sample Recovery. Acetone (reant grade). Same as in Method 5, Section 7.2.  
7.3 Sample Analysis. Acetow and Desiccant. Same as in Method S. Setioms 7.3.1 and 7.3.2, respectively, 

&0 Sample Coilecdon, Preservaflon Storage, and Transport 

8.1 sampling.  
8.1.1 Prctest Preparati. Sa- as in Method 5, Section 8L1.1.  
8.1_2 Prelimninay Detaurinsous. Same as in Mehod 5. Section 8.1-, except s foflow,, Maik a projected-rea model of di probe estnsion

fiter holder assembiy, with the pilot tube face openings positioned along the ccentrline of t stack, as shown in Figure 17-2- Calculate the estimated 

cross-section blockage, as shown in Figurn 17-2 If the blockage exceeds 5 percent of the duct cross sectional orea the teser has the following options 

dc (1) a suitable out-of-stack fllnutio. method may be used instead ofin-am.k filtradon; or (2) a special in- stack arrangement in which the sampling 

arid velocity mcasurcmcet sits am separate. may be used; for details cou=aug this approach, consult with the Admibsztar (see also Referenoc 1 in 

Section 17.0). Select a probe extension length such that an traverse points cm be sampled. Few large stacks, consider samplingt••m opposite sides ofth 

stack to reduce the length of prubes.  
8.1.3 Preperadon of Sampling Train. Same as in Method , Section 8.1.3. except the following: Using a tweezer O clen disposble surgical 

gloves, place slablde (idenified) and weighed filer in the filter bolder. Be sune that Me filter is property centered and the gasket pmuprly placed so as 

not to allow the smple gas steam to cirCumaent the filter. Check filte for a= afer assembly is completed. Mark the probe extension wth hear ress

tant tape or by some other method to denote the proper distance into the stack or duct for each sampling poit Assemble the train as in Figue 17-1.  

using a very light cost of siicOne grease on all ground glass joints and greasing only the ote portion (see AP'-076) to avoid possibility of CO"ttai

notion by he silione grease. Plac crushed ice aound the jmpingers
8.1.4 Lcak-Check Pxocdurms. Same as in Method 5, Section .1A, exaepc that the filter holder is miered into the staK during the sapling train 

leak.checL To do this. pig the inlet to the pobe nozzle with a m2teri that will be able to wifthtd the Stak tmontshwe Insect thre Eltehsie into 

the stak and wait approshnaenly 5 minutes (or longer, if necessay) to allow the system to come to equilirium with ft temperamu of the stack gas 

8.1.5 Sampiling Train Operation. The opeation is the same as in Method 5. Use a dam sheet sAch as the one Shown h Fie 5-3 of Method 5.  

except tha he filter ho]der ltmprture Is not reco0ded.
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8.1.6 Calculation of Percent lsokineic. Same a in Method 5, Section 12.11.  
82 Sample Recovery.  
8.21 Proper cleanup procedure begins as soa as the probe extension assembly is removed from the stack at due end of the sampling period.  

- Allow th as,embiy to ool.  
"8.±2 When the assembly can be safely hadled, wipe off all ext-nal particulate matter heat tep of the probe nozzle and piAte satcp ova it to 

prevent losing or raining particulaMe maler. Do not cap off the probe tip dlgty vhil the saxopling train is cooling downs this would cr•ete a vacuum 

in the filter holder, frcing condenser wer bacbwma.  
&2.3 Before moving the sample train to the cleanup st, disconnect t€e filter holder-pobe nozzlc assembly from the probe extension; cap the 

open inlet of the probe cxt• mn, Be careful not to lose any condensate, if present. Reove the umbilicl cord from the condenser outle and cap the out

leL If a flexible line is used between the firs p iuqu (or coadenser) and the probe extension. disconnect the line at the probe • •tusion and let any cn
densed water or liquid drain into dhe impntgaa or condenser. Disconnect the probe extension from the condenser, cap the probe extension outle Ater 

wiping off the silicone grease, cap o thc condenser inlet. Ground glass stoppers, plstic caps. or scrum caps (whichever wn appropriatc) may be used to 

close these openings.  
8-7-4 Tans5fc both the filter holder--obe nozn1s asswmbly and the condenser to the cleanup me_ TIS aca should be clean and protected from 

the wind so that the CeiCes of catamnating or losing the samp will be1 iniw .  
8.2.5 Save a poutici of the acetone used for cle•nup as a blanli- "kre 2O m1 of thin acetone from the wash botte being used and placeit in a gess 

saople container labeled "acetone blank." Inspect the train prior to and durng disae y and not any abnormal conditions. Treat the sample as di,

cussed in Melhd 3. Sectiont 87 
9.0 Qual•y ConnvtL Reservedi 
10.0 Calibration and Standardization 

The calibrations of the probe arnozz pitoe mbe, metering sysn-m. npauutme scnsors, and barometer are the same 2s in Mehod 5. Sections 10.1 
through 103, 10-5, snd 10.6. repectively.  

11.0 Analytical Procedure 
same as in Method 5. Section 11.0. Analytical data should be recorded on a form siml to ta s in Figure 5-6Q f Meod 

12.0 Data Analysis and Cakleuadmym.  
Same as in Method 5, Section 12.0.  

13.0 Method Peiffmnmwe [Reserved) 

14.0 Pollunon Preven"to [Reserved 
15.0 Wast Maagement [Reserved] 

.16.0 Alternative Procedurs 
Same as nMetbod5. Section 16.0.  

1ZO Rttferanmc 
Same as in Method 5. Section 17.0. with the addition of the followinV 
1. volaro. R.F. Recommnended Procdure for Sample Traverses in Ducts Sxall than 12 Inches in Diamettr. U.S. Bnvlronmental PIoCction 

Agency. Emiason Measrmient Branch. Research Thangle Park. NC- November 1976.  

18.0 Tables, Diagramn Fiowdhant and Validation Data
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Figure 17-1. Particulate Matter Sampling Train with In-Stack Filter.
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problem associated with its use. It is the responsibility of the user of this test method to establish appropriate safety and health practices ard to deter

mine the applicabilixy of igalatoty li•itnuions prior to performing bi tset method.  

6,0 Equpmcnr and Supplie.  
6ax Sample Collection. The follo-ingitems arerequired for sample collection; 

6-1.1 Sampling Train. A schematic of the sampling uain used in this method is shown in Figure 5-1 in Section 18.0. Complete eoasmtiou 

details are given in AFID-W8I (Rference 2 in Section 17.0); commercial models of this mrin are also avalable. For changes fron AfD-O8l and for 

allowable modifications of the train shown in Pigame 5-1. see the following subsection, 
Note; The operating and maintenance procedures for the sampling train are described in AI'D-0576 (Reference 3 in Section 17.0). Since comret 

usage is important in obtaining valid results, all users should read AMID-0576 and adopt the operating and maintennce procedures outlined in it. unless 

o rise sp-cified hereia.  
6.1-1-1 Probe Nozzle- Stainless stel (316) or aSi with a sharp. tapred lending edge. The angle oftper shall be S0 '.and the taper shall be on 

the outside to preserve a constant internia diamete. The probe nozzle shall be of the button-hook or elbow devin, unless otherwise specified by the 

Admiistraxo. If made of stainless steel. the nozzle shall be constructed from seamless tubing. Other mterials of construction may be used, subject to 

the approval of the Admlinlst. A range of nozzle sizes suitable for isokbidtic sampling should be available- Typical nozzle sizes range from 0.32 to 

1-27 = (1/8 to 1/2 in) inside diameter (10) in increments of 0.16 cn (1116 in), Larger nozzles sizes are also available if higher volume sampling trains 

are used. Each nozzle shall be ealibrated. according to the procedures outlined in Section I0.i
6..1.2 Probe Liner. Borosilica or quartz glass tubing with a heating sytem capable of maintaining a probe gas temperature during sa°pling of 

120±14 C (24&-25 OF). or such other tempwat as specified by =n applicable subpart of the stand'rds oas approved by the Administrator for apar

zicular application. Since the actual temperanim at the outlet of the probe is not usually monitrud dtiing sampling, probes constructed aecotding to 

APTD.0581 and utilizing the calibration curves of AFITD-0576 (or calibrated according to the procedure outlined in AFID-0576) will be consdered 

acccptable.Either borosticite or quarm gss pe liners my be used ftr stack temperatures up to ahoot 40 "C (900 F). qumrglassrlnes shall be 

used for temperatures between 480 and 900 IC (900 and 1.650 OF). Both types of lincrs may be used at highr temperatues than specified for abr pri

ods of time. subject to the approval of the Administrt. The softning mperatuve for barosilicate glass is 820 "C (1500 OF), and for quartz gla it is 

1500 "C (2700 IF). Whenever practical, every cffot should be made to use borosilicaem or quartz glass probe Rs. Alternatively, metal lines (eg..  

316 staInless steel. Incoloy 825 or ereo=crosio resi merals)mate of seamless tubing may be used, subject to the approval of the Administrtatr 

6.1.1.3 flitot Tube. Type S, as described in Section 6.1 of Method 2. or other device approved by the Administratot Tbe pitot tube shall be 

attacied to the probe (as shown in FigUre 5-1) to allow constant monitoaing of the stack gas velocity. The impact (high pressure) opening ploai of he 

pilot =obe shall be even with or above thr nozzle entry plane (see Method 2, FigUrc 2-7) during sampling. The Type S pitot tube assembly shall have a 

known coeffici, t.determined as outlined in Seioe 10.0 of Method 2.  
6.1.1.4 Differential Pressure Gauge. Iuclinud manometer or equivalent device (two), as dcscribed in Section 6.2 of Method 2. One mmunomter 

shall be used for velocity head (4p) xradngs, and the other, for orice differential pressure readings.  

63.1.l5 Filter Holder. Borosilicate gts, with a glass kit filtwr support sad a silicone rubber askeL Oiermaterials of constructio (e.g., stainless 

stel, Tcflon. or Vito) may be used. subject to the approval of the Administrator. Th; bolder dcsign shal provide a positive seal against leakage ftur die 

outside or around the filt he holder shall be ttamhed imm iately ax the outlet of the probe (or cyclone. if used).  

63.1.6 Filter Heating System. Any beating system capable ofmaintaining a temperature the filter holder of 120±14 "C (248±25 OF) dur

ing sampling. or such other temperature as specified by an applicable subpart of the standards or approved by the Admini•stor for a pur-tiCir appliea

don.  
.6.1.7 TeTmpe Snsot Atempnrm s orcapacbleofmeasurngtemperauretowidin3 "ýC(54 "F)shaulbeiinstalledsodatiesensing 

tip Of the temperatulre sensor is in direct contact with the sample gas. and the tmrperature around the firter holde eam be regulated and monitored during 

samplin& 
&1.1.8 Condeser. The following system shall be used to detemine the stack gas moLstre content: Four impingera connected in series with leak

fe ground glass fittings or any similmr kak-tn noucontaminating fittings. The first, third. and fourth impingers shall be of the Greenbhug-Smith 

design, modified by replacing the tip with a 1.3 cm (54 in.) ID glass tube extending to about 1.3 cm (% in.) from the bottom of the flask. The second 

irapinger shall be of the Greenbtrg-Smith design with the standard tip. Modifications (e.g.. using flexible connections between the imphqr. using 

materials oiler than glass, or using flexible vacuum lines to connect the filter holder to the condeaSe) may be used, subject to the appuvaI of the 

Admnistratm. The first and second impingrn shall contain known quantities of water (Section 83.1). the thr&d shall be empty. and the fourth shall coo

=ain a known weight of silica geL or equivalent desiccat A temperamtuae seso•. capable of measuring temperature to willin 1 "C (2 l') shal be placed 

at the outlet of the fourth impinger for monitoring puspene. Altexuatively, any system that cools the sample gas swuarn and allows measurement of the 

wamrrcoadensed and moisture leaving the condenser, each to within 1 ml or 1 g may be used, subject to the approval of the Administrat. An acceptable 

technique involves the measurement of condensed water either gravimetrically or volumetrically and the determination of the moisture leaving the co

denser by; (1) monitoring The temperature and pressure at die exit of the condenser and using Dalton's law of partial pressure ar (2) passixn the sample 

gas stream thro•gb a tred svia gel (or equivalent desiccant) trap with exit gses impt Wow 20 "C (68 IF) and determining the weight ain. Ifmeans 

otchr than silica gel are used to dtetnnirc the amount of moisture leaving tie condenser, it is recowended that silica gel (or equivalent) still be used 

between the conlenser system and pump to prevent moisntre condenssaion in the pump and metering devies asd to avoid the need to malke cozections 

for moisture in the metered volume.  

Note: Ua determination of the PM collectedin the impingers is desired in addition to moisture content, the impinge system described above shall 

be used, without modification. Individual Stat or control agencies requiting this information shall be contacted as to tse ample recovery and analysis 

of the impingir contents

6.1.1.9 Meteing System, Vcnm gauge, leak-free pump. temperanne senso capable of measting temperatur: to within 3 "C (5A 'F). dry gts 

meter (DGM) capable of measuring volume to within 2 percent. and related equipment. us shown in Figure 5-1- Other mewtiung systems capable of 

maintainig sampling raMs withn 10 paircat of isokncc and of detonmining snmpltvotimeS to within 2 percent may be used, subject t the pproval 

of the Admuinitratuor. When the metering system is used in conjunction with a pitot tube, thde system shall allow perodic ebeks of isocinetie rates.  

6.1-.10 Sampling trains utilizing metering systems d-signed for higher flow rates than that described in AFFD0I1 or APMh-576 may be used
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provided that the spedicatiM of this method are met 

6.1.2 Barome.e Mcury, aneroid, oter barometer capable oftmeasuring atmospheric ptessure to within 2" mm Hg (0.1 in.)

Note: The barometric pressuren edingmay be obtained from a nerbwy National Weather Service sation. In this casc the smta-o value (which is 

the absolute baozncnie prismes ) shall be requested and aa adjustmen for elevation differeua= between the weather staden and sampling •oint shall be 

made ata rate of minus 25 mm fig (0.in.) pr 30 m (100 ft) elevation increase or plus 2.5 mm Hg (0.1 in) per 30 in (IO ft) elevation deacase.  

6.1.3 Gas Density Determination EquipmenL Tcmpenue senso and pressurc gauge, as described in Sections 6.3 and 6.4 of Method 2. mud gas 

analyzer. if necessary, as daescdin Method 3. The empemrae seasorabalL prcferably, be pennaneatly mntched to the pit be or sampling probe in 

a fixed eonfignratio@, such dbnt the tip of the sensor extends beyond tMe leading edge of the probe sheath and does no[ touch any mcal. Alternatively, the 

sewor may be aached just prior to use in the flad. Note. however, that if the temperature sensor is attahed in the fied the sensor mast be placed in an 

intererence- free sanagcmeft with respect to the Type S pitot tube openings (see Method 2, Figure 2-4). As a second elternative, if a diMeence of not 

moren than 1 perccnt in the average velocity measum nent is to be introduced, the tnperaure sensor need not be anchd to the probe orpitot tube. (This 

alternative is subject to the approval of the Administraor.) 

6,2 Smaple Recovery. The following items we required for sample recovery: 

6.2.1 Probc-Liner and Probe-Nozzle Brushes. Nylon bristle brushes with stainless steel wie handles The probe brush shall have extensions (at 

least as long as t probe) constructed of stainless stel, Nyn, Teflon. or similrly inert maerial. The bushes shaln be properly sized and shaped to 

U hout the probe liner and nzle.  
6.2. Wash Botlems. Two Glass wash botles are recommended. Alternatively, polyethylene wash bodles may be used. It is mrommended that ace

tow not be stoed in polyethylene boties for longer than a montlh 

6.2.3 Glass Sample Storage Containers. Ozeudcally resistant. bumsl-icate gIls bottles, for acetos washes,. 0 ml or 1000 mL Screw cap liners 

shall either be rubber-bacimd Teflon or shall be constructed so as to be lenk-free and resistan to chemical attack by acetone. (Nanow mouth glass bottles 

have been found to be less prone to leakag.) Alteratively, polyethylene books may be used.  

6.2.4 Petri Dishes. For filter samples; glas orpolyehylenac. unles oterwise specifitd by the Auministraza.  

52- Graduated Cylinder and/or Ealance. To measure condensed water to within 1 ml or 0.5 g. Graduated cylinders Shall have subdivisions no 

gpter than 2 ml.  
6.2.6 Plastic Smtrasg Container Air-tight cr gam to store silia geL 

6,2.7 Founel sad Rubber Policerman. To aid in transfer of silica ged to coutainer, not necesy if silica gel is weighed In the field 

6.-8 Funnel- l.as or polyethylena, to aid in sarpl rmcovery.  

6.3 Sample Analysis. 'T• following equipmeat is required for sample analy•is: 
6&3.1 Glass WeihingDisles.  
6.3.2 Desiccator.  
6.3.3 AnaIytical Balanc. To measure to within U-1 mg.  
6.3.4 Balance b neasmue to within 0.5g.  
6-s. Beakers. 250mL 
6.3.6 Hygronter. To easure the relative humidity ofthe labaraory envirnmenL 

6.3.7 Temperature Season- To measure the ie•perature of the laboratory environment.  

7.0 Raagents and Standards 

7.1 Sample Collecion. The fllowing reagents ae required for sample collection; 7.1.1 Filtem. Glass fiber filters. without organc bindae.  

exhibiting at least 99.95 percent efficiency (40' 5 peroent penetration) on 0.3 mcon dioctyl phthalato smok particles The filter efficiency test shal be 

conducted in accordance with ASTM Method D 2986-71.78. or 95a ('ucorporated by reference--see Sec. 60.17). Test data from the supplief's quality 

control prost are sufficient for this panpo). In sources containing S02 or SO., the filter maerial must be of a type that is umuactive to S02 or SOS.  

Refrence 10 in Section 17.0 may be used to select the appopdazm filter.  

7.1.2 Silica Gel. Indicating type, 6to 16 mesh. If provionusly used. dry at 175 C (350 F) for 2 hours. New silica gel may be used as received.  
Alternaively, other types of desicdccas (equivaln or bettr) may be used. subct to the approval of the Administrator 

7.1.3 %Wbre When analysis of the material caught in the impingers is equired, deionized distilled water (to conform to ASTM D 1193-77 or 91 

Typo 3 (incoorated by reference-•e Sec. 60.17)) shall be used. Run blanks prior to field use to eliminat a high blalk •n test samples 

7.1.4 Crushed Ice.  
7.1-5 Stopcock Orease. Acetone-insoluble. heat-stable silNcon p•essc. This is not necessary if scew-ow connectors with Teflon sleeves, or simi

lar, eused. Alternatively. other types of stopcok grease may be used. subject to die approval of the Administrator.  

7.2 Sample Recovery. Acetone. =agent gr3d, 001 percent rsidue in glas bottles, is required. Acetone from metal containers generally has 

a high residne blank and should not be used. Sometimes. suppliers hauncr aectone to glass bottles from metal containers; thus, acetone blanks shall be 

nm prior to field use and only atone with low blank values (-4AO-l peroent) shal be used. In no case shall a blank value of Weater than 0.001 percent 

of the weight of scetooc used be subtracted h the sample weight 

7.3 Sample Analysi. The following reage ar required for sample Wanysis 
7.3.1 Acetone. Same as in Sectio 7.2.  
7.32 Desiecant Anhydrous calcium sulfate, indicating type- Alternafivcly, other types of desiccants may be used, subject to the approval of the 

Adminis•ator.  
8-0 Sa•nple Collecri•n. Preser.,c'on Stoage, and Transpon 

8.1 Pmtest Prepration. It is suggested that sampling equipment be mainained acconting to the procedures described in APfl.56.  

8.1.1 Place 200 to 300 g of silica gel in each of swveiral air- tghtCOntainert Weigh each container. including sla gel, to the newest 0-5 g. set 

aecord this weight As an lemmaivc, the silica geA need not be preweighed, but may be weighed directly in its impinger or sampling bolder jug prior to 

train assembly.  
8.1.2 Ch•ck fRs visually against light for inegs•ý Zics. flaws, or pinhole leaks. LaW alters of the proper diameter on the back side near the 

edge using numbering machine ink. As an altrnafive. label the shippin conrainers (glass or polyethylene petri dishes), and keep each fite in its idnti-
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fled container st all times ecrept during sampling.  
8.1.3 Desiccate the filters at 2025.6 2C (681 10 -) and nobict pressure for at leakt24 hours. Wigh ech filter (or.filtr and shipping contain) 

a intevl of at l 6 horns to a coustant weight (it.. S-5 m; change from pmvious weighing). Record tesuls to dhe nearest 0.1 m& During each 

weighing, the period for which the ifiter is exposed to the hiamxxy atmosphere shall be less than 2 minutes. Altenatively (unless otherwise specified 

by dhe AdminLstrato), the f-lters may be oven dried at 105 "C (220 OF) far 2 to 3 hours, desiccated tfr 2 hows. and weighed. Procedures other than 

those described, which account for relative humidity effects, may be used, subject to the approval of the Administrator.  

8.2 Preliminary DetcXzinmatl .  
8.2.1 Selece dx sampling site and torminimum number of sampling polnts according to Method I or as specified by the Administrator Deter 

rinic the stack pressure. tczapezalit.ý and the range ovelocity heads using Method 2; i is reconm ded that a lak cheek of ihe pirot lines (see Method 

2. Section U) be perfmned. Detneine tke Moise content using Approximation Method 4 or its alternatives for the purpose of making isokineuc 

sampling rm settings. Deterne to stack gas dry mcular weight, as described in Method 2. Section 8.6; if integrated Method 3 sampling is used for 

molecular weight demmzinatdoI. the integrated hag sample shall be btake amultanously with, and for the same total lengrthb time as. the particulatc 

sample run.  
8.22 Select a naozzle size based on the range of velocity helds. such that it is not mecessy to chane the nozzle size in order to mintain isoki

netic sampling rawe. During the lila. do not change the navIc siz= Ensure that the proper differnal press=ur gauge is chosen for the range of velocity 

heads encountered (3ee Section 8.3 of Method 2).  

8-±- SeleIct a suitable probe liner and probe lengt such tha all traverse paints can be samapled. For larg stacks, consider sampling frum opposite 

sides of the stack to reduce to muirud probe lgth.  

8.24 Select a total sampling time greter than or equda to the mtiamum total sampling Tim specified in the test procedures for the specific indus

try stch that (L) the sampling time per point is not less dm 2 minutes (or sane greater time interval as specified by the Adininsimor). and (2) the sam

pie volume taken (cornered to standard ctmdilioas) will exceed the ruquired minimum tot gas samplc volume. The Lat is based an an ap, axznate 

average samplingrate.  
8.2.5 The sampling time at each paint shall be he same. It is recommended that the number of mineues sampled at each point be = integer ar an 

integer p•ils one-hPlf m•nute, in order to avoid Uimekeptig acrs 

8.2.6 In some circumstances (e.g.. batch cycleks) it may be necessary to sample for shorter times at the traverse points and to obtain callr gas 

sample volumes. In these cases. te Administrator's approval mus first be obtained.  

8.3 Preparation of Sampling Main.  

-8.3.1 Dusing preparation and asm~bly of fto sampling train, keep aD openings where contamination can occur covered tutU just prior to mmsa

bly or until sampling is about to begin. Place 100 mI of water in eacl of the fist two impingers, leave tho trd impiager empty, sad ansfer appro••

mtely 200 w 300 g of preweigbed silica gel-from its container to the fourth impinger. More silica gel may be used. but cue should be taken to ensure 

that it is not enrained and curried out firm the impinger daring sampling Place the container in iade place far later use in the sample recovery. Alter.  

natively, the weight of the siica g-el plus impinge may be determined to dhe nomat 0.5 g and xcml-cd 

8.3.2'Using a tweezer or cea disposable surgical gloves. pae a labeled (identified) and weighed filter in the ltWr holder.Be sure that the filte•r 

is propeWly centered and the gasket p••ply pl2ecd so as to prevent the sample gas sucam from oarumventing the filer. Check the filter for zars after 

assembly is completedL 
8.3.3 When glass probelim are tled, insal the selected nazz.l using a Vton A 0-ig when aIc temperatus ae less tha 260 (SD (0 ") 

or a heat-resistant string gasket when temperatres are higher. See APTD-0576 for details. Other connectung systems using either 316 stainless steel or 

Teflon ferrules may be used. When metal lin =e used, install the nnzzle as diacussed shove or by aleak- free direct mechanical connecti. Mart to 

probe with beat resistant tape o by soin: other method to denote the proper distance into the stack or duct for eacb sampling pont 

8.3A Setup the train as shown in Fgura 5.1, using (if necessary) a very light cost of silicone Urease on all ground glass joints. greasing only the 

oter pairon (see APfD-057 6) to avoid the possibility of conaminaion by the silicone grease. Subject to the approval of the Axlminustrator, a gls 

cyclone may be used between the probe and filter holder when the toa particulat atch is expccted to exceed 100 mg or when waler droplets are 

present in the stuck gas.  
8.3.5 Plac crushed ice wound the inpinger 
8.4 L .ak-Check Pracedures.  
8.4.1 Leak Check ofMetering System Shown in Figure 5-1. That partion ofthe sampling train from the ptmp to dhe orifie mete should be leak

checked prior to initial use and after each shipment. Lakrge after the pump will result in less volume being recorded than is actually sampled. Tae (o6

lowingprocedur is suggested (e PFig- 5- 2): Close the main valve on the meter bco. Inscrt a one-hole rubber stopper with rubber tubing atahed into 

dte orifice othaunt pipe. Disconnect and vent the low side of fe orifim mnotr. Close off the low side oifice tap. Pressurize t'e system to 13 to 18 

cm (5 t 7 in.) water column by blowing into the rabber tubing. Pinch off the tubin•g and obscrv-- the m•a*=otr for arm minute. A loss of pte.u on 

the manomeutr indicates a leak in the met•r bor, leaks if present, must be correctedi 

8.4.2 Pretest Leak Check. A pretest leak check of the sampling train is rcontuowcdd, but not requircd. If the pretest leak check is conducted, the 

following procedulre should be used.  
8.4.2.1 After the sampling train hae been assembled. tun on asd sct the filter and pmob hearing systems to the desired operating temper=e.  

Allow time for the temperatures to stabWiie If a Vitao A O-ring or other lcak-free connection is used in assembling the probe noz7le to the probe liner.  

leak.cbeck the train at the sampling site by plugging the nozzle and pulling a 380 mm (15 in.) Hg vacuum 

Note; A lower vacuum may be used, provided that it is not exceeded during the test.  

8.4.2.2 if'aheb.essisant sting is used, do not connect the probe tothc train during the leak check, Instead, leak-check the train by first plugging 

t-e inlet to the filter holder (cyclone, if applicable) and pulling a 380 mm (15 iL) Hg va-uum (see Note in Section 8.42A). Then connect the probe to 

the train, and lea-check a approximately 25mm (1 in.)Hg vacuum; altcrnatively. tde probe may be leak-che-ked with the rest of the sampling nan. In 

one step. at 380 mm (15 in.) Hg vacuum. Leakage rates in excess of 4 percent ofthe average sampling rat or O,107 lm'/m (0.020 ,hm), whichever is 

less, we unacceptable.  

8.423 The following leakcheck instructions for tho sampling train described in APJD-0576 and AFID-OSSI nay be helpful. Start dhe pump 

with the bypass valve fully open and tie com•e adjust valve completely closed. Partially open the coarse adjust valve. and slowly close the bypass valve
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until die desired vacuum is reached. Do not reverse the dixecTion of die bypass valve, as this will cause water to back up into the flter holder. If the 

desirer va•mm is exceeded, either leak-cbeck at this higher vacunm, or end dhe leak check and start over 

8.4.2.4 Wh the leak check is completed. first slowly remove the plug from the inlet to the probe. filter holder. or cyclone (if applicable). and 

immediately mt off dte vacuum pump. This prevents the water in the impingrs afum being facmed backward into the filter bolder and the silica gel from 

being entrained backward into the third impiger.  
&.4.3 Leak Checks Dutiag Sample Run. If. daring the sampling rnn, a component (g... filter assembly or impinw) change becomes nary. a 

leak check shall be conducted immediately before the change is made. The leak check shall be done according to the procedure outlined m Section 8.4.2 

above, except that it shall be done at a vacuum equal to or greater than the madimum value rccoaned up to that point in the test. Ithe leakage raze is 

found to be no greater than 0.00057 m-Imin (0-020 cfm) or 4 perceet of the average sampling rare (whichever is less), the results are acceptable, Mad no 

cctcun wili need to be applied to the tool volume of dry gas metered: if however, a highe lealt ra is obtained, eith record the leakag rate mid 

plan to correct the sample volume as shown in Section 123 of this metdod, or void the sample run.  

Note: Imediately afte component changes. leak chwks are optional. If such leak checks am done, the procedure outlined in Section 8.42 above 

should be used.  

8.4.4 Post-Test Leak Check. A leak check of the sampling train is mandatory at the conclusion of each sampling rim. The leak check sa be pe

formed in accordance with thl poebdrs oatdiacd in Section 8.4., except that it shall be conducted at a vacuum equal to or greier than the m-dimu 

value reached dnring the samplng ran. If ihe leakage rate is found to be no •rpeer than 0.00057 mzO mi (0.020 ct) or 4 percent of the average sam

piing rate (whicheves is less), the results am acceptable, and no correction need be applied to the totl volume of dry gas metered. If, however. a higher 

lcatage rate is obtained. etiterrecord the lcakage rat and corect the sample volume as shown in Section 12.3 of this method, or void the sampling tun.  

8.5 Sampling Trai Operatiot. Drig the sampling run, mai• n an isokin•tic sampling ratc (within 10 percent of ue istitie unles other

wise specified by the Administrator) .td a temperaure aofu the f•lt• r of 120±14 *C (248.25 F). or such other sueperatnre as specified bymn app

cable subpart of the standards or approved by the Adminisuaro, 

&5.1 yor each run, record the data required on a data sheet such as the one shown In Figure 5-3. Be sue to moM the i DGM retding

Record the DGM radings at the beginning and end of each sampling time inureent. when chingas in flow razes ae made, before ad aftr each leak 

check. and when sampling is halted- Take other tdiad s indicated by •Fgu 5-3 al least once at each sample point dazing each time increment and addi

tionel readings when significant changes (20 percert variation in velocity head retings) necessitate additional adjustments in flow , IeveI and zero 

the manometer. Be=c the manmeter level and zero may drift due to vibrations wad temperat change make periodic checks dAring the traverse.  

-as t5.ZjjMcan the portholes prior to the rtestnm toxn riaixi the chtance of collecftigdcposited maiterial. To bcga sampling. veri1 dia the filter and 

probe heating systems are up to t at remove the nozzle cap. verfy that the pitot tnbe ad probe are properly poaitd w fti the non]. at 

the first traverse point with the tip pointing directly into the gas ate Immediately start the pump, a adjust h• e flow to iscinedc conditions. Noan

graphs are available which aid in the rapid adjustment of the isoklietic sampling rate without excessive comp•tatiens. These nomograpls re designed 

for use when the 1Ty S pitot tube coefficient (49) is 0A5-n0.02. and the stack gas equivalent dcesity [dry molecular weight (Mg)J is equal to 29*4.  

APrD-0576 details the pocedure fir using the ianomraphs. If and MA are outside the above stated ranges. do not tse the nomographs unless appro

priate s•tps (see Reference 7 in Section 17.0) am taken to compensate for the devialtos, 

8.5.3 Whet thre stack is under sirgmficant negative pressure (L_, height ofimpinigr stern). take cae to cls the coxe adjust valve befor insert

ing the probe into the stack to prevent wate from tacking into the filter holder. If necessary. the pump may be mtned an with the comae adjust valve 

closed.  
o 85.4 When the probe is in position. block off the openings around the probe amd porthole to prevent unrepresentative dilution t it 9g saM 

8.53 Traverse the stack , -sesction, as required by Method I or as specified by The Administrator, being careful not to bump the probe nozzle 

into the sack walls when sampling near the walls ar when removing or inserting the probe through the portholes; tis minimizes the chance of extracting 

deposited material.  
8.5.6 Duringhf test run. make periodic adjustments to keep the temperature around the filter holder at the proper level, add muice and. if nec

esary, salt to maintain a tsrzperswat of less than 20 aC (68 'F) at the condenser/lsica gel outlet- Also. perodically check the level an zero of the 

manometer. , 

8.5.7 If the prssure drop across the filter becomes too high, making isokinctic sampling difficult to mziutain, the filter may be rplmed in the 

midst of the sample rt It is recommended that another complete filter assembly be used rather than attempting to change the filtae ielf. Before a new 

filte assbly is install, dconduct aleak check (see Section 3A3). The otal PM weight shall include the stimmiation of the Zicr assembly catches 

&5.8 A single train shall be used for the entire sample rn except in cases where siuiltanto•s saplinig isreit ed in two rmas sepast ducs 

or at two or more diffe-ent locations within the same duct, or in cass where equipment failure necessitates a change of trains. In all other sIuanions., d 

use of two or more trains will be subject to the approval of the Adminisrtator.  

Nowc When two or more trains a•r used. separate analyses of the front-half and (if applicable) impinge: ces from eatc ain shall be per

formed, unless idntfical nozzle sizes were used w- all tains, in which cam, the flroo-half catches tosn the itndividazl trains may be combined (as may 

the =irplnger caches) and one analysis of front-half catch and one analysis of impitger catch may be perforned. Consult with the Adminustrato for 

details concerning dte calculation of runlts when two or mo=rc trains are used.  

8-5.9 At the ead of the sample ramn close the case adjust val:v. remove th probe and nozzle from the stat. tun off die pump, =re the final 

DUM meter zeading. and conduct a post-test leak cheek. as ondined in Section 8.4-4. Also, leak-check the pitot lines as described hi Method 2, Section 

8.1. The lines mum pas this leak check in order to validate the velocIty bead data 

8.6 Calculation of Percent Isokinetic. Calculate percent isokindtic (see Calculations, Section 12-113 to determinc whether the ran was vaUd or 

another zest rum should be made. If tder was dilff-ully in maintaining isokinetic rates because of source conditions, consuh wish the Administrator for 

possible variance on the imokinetic rates.  
8.7 Sample Recovery.  
8.7.1 piopercleanuP procedur begins as somt as the probe is removed firm the stak at the end of the sampling period. Allow theprobe to cool.  

8.72 When the probe can be safely handled, wipe off all external PM near the tip of the probe noaeze, and place ap over it to prevent losing or 

gaining PM. Do not-cap off the probe tip tightly while the sampling train is cooling down. This would ceae a vacuum in the filter holder, thetcby draw-
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in; water from the impinges into the filter holder.  
8.7.3 Before moving the aiple train to the cleanup site. ITmove the probe train the sample train, wipe off the silicone P . and c= p the open 

outlet of the probe. Be cnreful not to lose any condensate that might be pnsent. wipe off th silicone pease from the filter inlet whea the probe was far• 

Wened. and cap iL Remove the umbilical cord from the last impl•er. and cap the impinger. If a flexbe line is used berwacn the first im&g= or •eon 

denscr aW die filter holder. discomn the line at the filter holder, and let any condcnsed water or liquid drain into the impingecs or condenser After 

wiping off th silicone grew. cap Off (he fiter bolder ondte and impinger inlet Either grOn-glaSs stoppers. plastic caps. or seum caps may be used to 

close these openinps.  
8.7.4 Transfer the probe and flte-il•npget assembly to the cleanup area. This ae should be clean and protected frotm the wind so that the 

chances of contaminating or losing the sample will be minimized.  
$.7.5 Save a portion.od the acetone used for clenup as a blank. Take 200 ml of this acetone directly from the wash bottle being used, and plate it 

in a glass sample coutainetlab,'led "acetowe blank." 

&7.6 Inspect the train prior to and duinrg disýa y. and note any abnormal conditions. Mea? the sanmples as follows: 

8.76-.1 Container No: 1- Carefualy temove the filter from the filter holder. and placc it in its identified petri dish container Use a p* of tweers 

anl/or clean dis posable surgical gloves M handle the filt If it is necessary to fold the filter; do so such that the PM cake is inside the fold. Using a dry 

Nylon bristle brush and/or a sharp-cdged blade. carefully transfer to dhe pctri dish ciy PM andlor filter fibers that adhere to the filter holder gsket Seal 

the.container.  
8.7.6.2 Container No. 2. Taking care to see that duan on the outside of the probe or other exterior surfaces does not get into the sample. quamits

tively recover PM or any coudemsat fram the probe nozzle, probe fitting, probc liner, and bont half of the film holder by washing these components 

with acetone and placing the wash in , glss containe. Donized distilled war may be used instead of acetoae when approved by the-Administrator 

and shall be used when specified by the Adliliscraw. In these cons, save a water blank and follow the Administrator's directions on snalysits Perform 

theC cetone rue as follows- k 

&t7.6.2-1 Carefully reno ve The probe nozzle. Clan tde inside surfce by rinsing with ace tone from awash bottle md brushing with a Ny&on ris

tie brush. Brush until the acetone rise shows no visible purticks. after which make a final rinse of the inside sur•ufc with acctuc.  

8.7.62-2 Brash and rinse the inside parts of the fitting with ac=tone in a Similar way until no viible particles remain.  

3.7.6.2.3 Rinse the probe liner with acetone by tling and rotating the probr:wbile squirting acetone into its upper end so that all inside sufaces 

will be wetted with acetone. Le the acetone draln fruan the lower end into the sample container. A funnel (glass or polyethylene) may be used to ad i 

traning liquid washes to the contzainer Follow the acetone rinse with a probe brush. Hold the probe in an inclined posi tion, squirt aceto into the 

upper end as the probe brush is being pushed with a twisting ation through the probe, hold a sample container underneath the lower end of the probe.  

and catch any acetone and particulate matter that is brushed &oam the probe. Run the brash through the probe te times or mm unatil no V POIb FM is 

carried ou with the acetone cruntil noncc rains in the prbe lincr on visual inspection-. With stain ss lor othe met probes.m be hush th 

in the above prescribed nune= at last six tinms sne metal probes have mall crevices in wh•h particulate matte can be entrapped. Rie • he brush 

"wth acetone. and quantitatively collect thes washings In the sample containet After the brushing, maies final acctone rinse, of the probe.  

8.7.6.2.4 It is recommended that two people elea the probe to minimize sample lasses. Between sa•tpliugruns, krep broshs clean and protected 

from contamination
8.7.6.2.5 After ensuring that all joints have been wiped clean of silicone grease. clew the inside of the front half of t• filter holde by rubbing" 

the- pa'facu with a Nylon bristle brash and rinsing with aeotnae. Inse each surface three times or mom if needed to remove visible particulae. Make a 

final rn= of the brush and filter holder. Carcfly =,s out the glass cyclone, also (if appicable). After all acetone washings and paiula matter have 

been collected in the sample container, tighten the lid on the sample container so that acetone will not leak ont when it is shipped to ft laboratory. MaNk 

the lhig•ht of the flaid level to allow det.mainstion of whether leakea• occurred durirg; transport Label the container to identify clearly its contents.  

.7.V 3 Containe No.- .Note the color of thi indicating silica gcl to determine whetter it has been completely spent. and make a notica of its 

condition. Transfer the silica gel frcm the fourth impinger to its original conrainer and seal. A funl may make it easier to pour the silka get without 

spilling. A rubber policeman may be used as an aid in removing the silica gel from the impino. It is not mecessary to remove the sal amot of dust 

particles that may adhere to the impinger wall and are difficult to remove.Since the gain in weight is to be used for moisture calculatona Snot use any 

water or other liquids to transfr the silica gel. If a balance is available in the field, follow the procedur for Container No. 3 in Secton 21.2.3.  

8.7.64 Impingae Water. Tat the impingers as follows: Make a notation of any color or film in the liquid catch. Measure the liquid tha is in the 

flst three impingers to within I ml by ruing a gradluatn cylinder or by weighing it to within 0-5 g by using a balance. Record the volume or weight of 

liquid pirsent. This informndon is required to calculate the moisture content of the effluent gs. Di-scant the liquid after measuring and recordli the vol

ume or weight, unless analys of the impinger catch is required (me NOTU . Section 6.-1.8). If a different type of coDdenser is used. measure the 

amount of naig•ire condensed either volumetricaUy or raviwet-icaly.  

8.8 Sample Transport. Whenever possible. containers should be slipped in such a way that they remain upright at alime 

9.0 Qualiy Contbr 
9.1 MiscelLlwous Quality control Measures.  

section . Quality control measure Effect 

M.4,10.1-10.0 _ aiup..,fl .qui•p:a.t F.;J --- ch hbrai•ud--.- Ensaasceattamaunt of .•gt as sow 'Fse stpl alue-.  

9.2 Volume Metering System Checks. The following procedures ar suggested to check the volume meteing syStem calibration values at the 

field test site prior to sample collectio. These procedures ate optional.  

9.2.1 Met OrifIce Check Using tbe calibration dat obtained during the calibration procedure described in Secton 10.3. determinc the Mb It 

for the metering system orifice- Thc 6H@ is the orifice pessurt differential Iw units ofin. 120 that correlms to 0.75 cfin of air a 528 52 t and 29.92 in.  

A
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Hig. The AHOr is Icalculated as follow:&H 
= .19N T 22 

T~2 

MW@ = 0.0319hH.TM 

PbrJYVm2 

Where.  
H = Avcrage pFessul differential acros the orfice metei. m .O•M 

"To = Abeolut average DOM tempenatur. OIL 

F,. = BaromeSic prMsUIn, in. -g.  

a --t Total sampling time, ain.  
' = DGM calibration factor. dimensionless.  

V = VOlume of gas sample as measured by 1R4 dcf

0.0319 = (0.0567 in. H# *R) (0.75 cf'n)z 

9.2.1.1 Before beginning the field test (a set of three runs usually constitutes a field zest), operact the metering System (L&. puwp. volme meter, 

and orifice) at the AHO press=e differndal for 10minufts. Record the volume collcted tIme DGM temperature. and the baromeric prtessar. Calculate 

a DGM cslibration check value, Y.as follows: 1 

= A O .D319 T j2 

y _=•DaM caliratia check value. dimeuaioulm.  

i0 = ani time. lin.  

92-1.2 Compabe the Y. value with the dry gas meter calibration factor Y to determine that Q.97Y YC <1.03Y. If th Y. value is not within dhis 

range, the volume metering system should be investigated before beginning the test.  

9.2.2 Calftiad Critical Orifice A critical orifice, calibrated smin-t a'wet teat meter ar spirameter and designed TO be Inserted at the Inlet of the 

somphugingter box, may be used as a check by following the procedure of Section 162.  

20.0 Calbraton and Standardiaton 

Note: Maintai a laborday log of all calihr~tiOn.  

10.1 Probc Nazzle.- Fbc nozzle shll be calibrated b•f= their iitial t• r •t "ld. U sig m a rkf ee e fdenozze to t 

nea• r .e 5mm (0.001 in.). Make three seporm meammumen using different diameters each tine. and obtain the vrage of the measurements. The 

"diffeance between the high and low numbers shall not ezoeed 0.1 mm (0.004 in.). When noi0es become nicked, dented, or conrd, th*y shall be 

resh~aped, sharpendO1, sad recalibrated inflate use Each nozzle. shall be pcrnioett and uniquely identifixed.  

102 PFirotbe Assembly. The Type S pitottube asmmbly shall be ca&lrat• ccording to the predr outlind•i Scctio 10.1 ofMcod2.  

10.3 Metering Systea.  
10-3.1 Calilbation Prior to Use. Befor its initial ust in the field, the netering system shall be calibrwd as follows: Connect the metering system 

inlet to the outlet of a wet test meter that is accurate to within 1 percent. Pefer to Figure 5-4. The wet mtmeter should have a capacity o30 lterhcv (1 

tt'ev)- A spiromteir of 400 liters (14 t) or more capaity or cquivalent. may be used for this callbm-tio, although a wet test meter is usually more 

practical. The wet tet meter should be periodically calibrated with a spirometcr or a liquid displacemnt meter to ensure the acuay of the wet zest 

mter. Spihruzters or wet test meters of other sizes may be used. provided that the specified accuracies of the procedure wre maintained. Run the mew 

ing System pump for about 15 minutes with the edice manometer indicating aMrdian reading as expected in field use to allow the pump to warm up 

and to permit the interior surface of the wet test meter to be thoroughly wetted. Then. at each of a mWinimm of fthe orifice manoeter seig. pa an 

cart quatity of gas ftough the wet zest meter and note the gps volme indicated by the DGM. Also note the barometric pressure and the temperatures 

of the wet test meter, the inlet of the DGM. and the Outlet of Ote DGM. Select the highest and lowest orifice settings to Inter the expected fiel op• r

ing range of the orifice. Use aminimun volume of0.14 m3 (5iP) at all orifice settings. Rcrd all th• d a fzo n simn toF i-• • ad CalcUlWa 

Y, the DGM calibraMion factor, and AM the orific calibraion factor at each orifice setting as shown on Fig•e 5-5. Maw*Ie tolmaces for individ

ual Y and aH@ values ar given in Figure5.5. Use the average of tie T values in the caleulatior-6 in Section 12.0.  

103.1.1 Before calb, ating tie metering system, it is sggested that a leak ceck be ca.ducted. For metering systems having diaphragm. pumps.  

the normal leak-check procedure will not detect leakages witin the pump. For these eases the following leak-check procedure is suggmsted- mak a 10

mince calibratio run at 0.00VS InN (0.020 ela). At the cO d of te rnm, take the diirenrt of the measured wet tes neter and DOM volmes 

Divide the differen by 10 to get te klak rate. The leak rate should not exceed 0110057 m'imin (0.020 elm).  

10.3.2 Cal•braicD Alter Use. After each field use. the calibration of the mcterun system shall be checked by performingt Unce calibratin rims at 

a snm , intermediate orifice setting (based on the previous field zest). wit the d acuum set at the nmaiin value reahbed dmi•g the tea series. To 

adjust the vacuum, insert a valve between the wet test ter and the inlet of the ieterng sysem- Calculate the ranige value of the G•GM caihluoi 

factor If the value has chiaged by more dimn5 pernt. rtecalibrat the meter over the fun range of oriflce settings, as dctaled inSectic 0.3.1.  

Note: Altenativc procedures (e~g.. rewchcing the orifice meter coefficient) may be used, subject to the approval of the Administrato 

10.33 Aeccptabfl Variation in Calibration. If the DOM coefficient values obtained bef oe and after st series d by mote than 5 pfercent the 

ts scries shall either be voided, or calculations fort test series shall be performed using wlhidcvr meter coefficient value (L-. bets or after) gives 

the lowdr value of totwl sample volume.  

10.4 Probe Hester Cairation. Use a heat mu•e to generate air heated to selected temperatures that approimate thos expected to occur in the 

soutres to be sampled. Pass this air through the probe at a typical sample flow rate while measuring the probe inlet mid otlet temperatures at various
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probe heater settings. for cch air tcmpcrf geerated construct a graph of probe hearing system selling vcraus probe modt tcmp•eatire. Mle proce

din outlined in AFTD-057
6 can also be used. Probes caosnucted =cording to AfID-05 1 need not be calibrated if the calibration curves in AFrD

01576 are used. Also. probes with outet emperate monitoring capabilities do not requite calibration. 3 .  

Note: The probe heating system shall be cafiuzatad before its initial us in ate field.  

10.5 Temiperauze Sensors. Use the procedw in Section 10.3 of Method 2 to calibratc in-mrk tempemr c $lcscu . Dim thermometrs. such as 

etr u•ed for the DGM and coldcmst outlet, shall be calibrated agast mamency-n-glass thennomeci, 

10.6 Barometer. Calibrate again amercy barometer

11.0 AIIluluicC Procedure 

11.1 Rccor the dauxe'uiredc an shct such as the one shown in Figure 5-6.  

11.2 Handle each sample con'ir as follows: 
112.1 Conawiner No.1. Leave the contents in the shpping container orurmsfar the filter and auy loose PM from &t sample containerto a tared 

gluts weighing dish. Desicca•e for 24 homus in a desicc-ator containing anhydrous calcium sulfate. Weigh to a constant weight and report the results to 

the newrest 0.1 mg. For the- purposes of this section, the tenr "constant weiSht" melas adifferace of no mor than 0.5 mg or I percent of tctal weight 

lss tare weight. whichever is greater, between two cousecutive weg Vns, with no lew than 6 hours of deioat, time between weighing. Alterna

tivcly. the sample may be oven dried a, 104 •C (220 -) for 2 to 3 bho , cooled In the des.ceatos, and weighed to a coasn weight, unless rwise 

specified by the Administrator. The sample may be oven dried at 104 C (220 F) for2 to 3 bour. Once the saml has cooled, weigh the sample and 

ue this wcight as a fi.al wdighL 

11=2 Container No. 2. Note the level of liquid in the coetancr, and confirm on the analysis sheet whether lekage occured during transport- If 

a noticeble mount of leakag has occurred, citer void the sample or use methods. subject to the approvrA of the AMmunsttt, to conet the final 

results. Measore the liquid in this coutiner either volumeftically to t± ml or avimeticaf• y to A05 g Transfer the conets toa tired 250 ml beaker.  

and evaporwa to dryness at ambient tenpersatt and pressure. Desiccate for 24 hours, and weigh to a constant weight. Report the results to the ncarost 

0.1 Mg.  
11.1.3 Contaixf No. 3. Weigh the spent silica gel (or silica gel plus iutmcr) to tde nearest 0-5 g using a balance. This step may be conducted n 

the field.  
11-2.4 Actoe Blank Cotainer Measure dit atone in this container either volumatically or graimetricafly. Tniefr a-e acetumton a teed 

250 ml bealker. and evaporate to drye at ambient =repm and pressure. Desiccate for 24 hours. and weigh to a constat weight. Report the results 

to the neaoet 0.1 Mg 

Note The contents of Contaier No. 2 as well as the acetoae blank couain=may be evaporated at temperalures higher tha ambient. Ifevapors

tion is done at an clevated ten4,ie. thtf .e temperature tt e below the bofi; poaint of the solvent; also, to prvent "bumping." the cvamration pro

cCss must be closely spervised. and the contents of thebeaker must be swirled occasionally to maintain an even temperafx-n Use extreane care, as 

acetone is highly flammable and ba alow fash poinL 

12.0 Data Analysis and Calculations 

Carry out calculations, roining at least one extra significant figu= byond that of the aquied data Round off figures after fte fin calculation.  

Other forms of the equations may be used. provided tha they giv equivae rslts

12.1 Nomenclfle 
An = Crosssec~tiona sa= of notilexmt (Wi).  
B., Waftrvapc in he gas stea proportion by volume.  

C = Ar.Atone blank residue ceicentration. mg/mg.  

=, = Concetradon of paficnlate -aa in stack gas, dry basis. co rcted to standard conditions. glsm ( "dsct).  

I = Percent of boldnctde smpling.  

L, = Individual leakagp rae observed during the leak-check conducted priorto the first compmoent chzang, w/lmin (ftlmin) 

L =- Msxnmm acceptble leakage rate for either a pr.test leak-check or for a leak-check following a com•ponent chg•nget equal to 0.00057 m2mxin 

(0.020 cfm) or 4 percent of the awerae samplingera whiichever is less.  

L = Individual leakage rate obscrved during the leak-check conducted prior to the "i". component change (a 1. 2. 3.-. a), m3lawn (cim).  

L akage rate observed during dhe post-test leak-check. zm (c00).  

m._a Mass of residue of aceton after evaporation. mg.  

i.=Teld ammunt of particulate matter cdklcued nag.  

bf,,- Moleculr wvight of we-, 18.0 W-moa (18.0 lblb- mole).  

ruf= Bramersiec pressure at the sampling site, mm Hg (in Hg).  

P, = Absolute Stack gas pressure. mm Hg (iEn HO 

pF. = Standlad absolute purSu•. 760 -u Hg (29-92 im- Hg)

R w Ideal gas consaut 0.0o236 ((Mm HgWm-)Y((K)g-mote)) {21.5 ((in. H (ft3))/((R) (b-mole)).  

T= Absolute average DOM tnpefar (see Fliure 5-3). K ( "90.  

T. = Absolute average stack gas temperatme (a FigurS. 3), K (9R)" 

T,I = Standard absolhits empcuPre 293 K (528 OR).  

V. = Volume of aceton blik, ml.  

Vi,, -oVdo of acetoe used in wash. mL 

Vt= Total volume ofUquid colected in impinges mad silica gel (see Fure 5-. Ml.  

V. =Voluzm of gas swupe asmessuned by dry gas meter, dcm (dct)-
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v_...= Volume of gas smmple meamred by the dry gas met-. conrded to standard colditions, dsem (dscf).  

V-(d) -Voluma of water vapor in dth gas swapl. corrctend to stndard conditions. s=w (•et).  

V.=Stack gas velocity. calcul~ated by Method 2, Equation 2- 7, using data obtained from Method 5, zu/see (Wur-).  

"= W Weight of residue in aceoe ahL mg.  

Y = Dry gas mgezU calibmrtion facWtO 
AH = Average pressure diffacnfl across the ofice meer (se Figure 5-4). -- 10 (in I1-O).  

p& = Dcnsity oa acetone, m91ml (see lae on bottle).  

p. = Density of wat=. 0.9982 g/=IL(Ob02201 l/ml).  

&= Toti sampling time, Mn.  
G, = Sampling time interval, from dh beginning of anin uuti the first component change. mis.  

S= Sampling time interval. betcw two successive compoent changes, beginning with the intcrval between the first and second cbhags. two.  

OF = Sampling time interval, ftm the finl (n *) component change util the end of the sampling ranu. Mi.  

13.6 = Specific swaity af meseaz
60 = SechMin.  
100 = Conveasion to percet.  

12.2 Average Dry Gas Meter Temnperaute and A-anage Orifice Pressme Drop. See data sheet (F-igur 5-3).  

12.3 Dry •• Volta.. Corret the 6a=ple vOabie measured by the dry gas meter to standard conditi (20 "C, 76 mm Hg or68 F. 29.92 in.  

-g) byusing Equation 5-1.  

V T4Pbarap,, 76b 

m(IltdV = N'1 T mp a lKVmY Tz 

Where: 
KC = 03858 KIM- H9 fr meCtt units.  

--17.64 . "Rin. Hg for English units.  

Note: Equation 5-1 can be used as writtenu ss the l-saae rate obseved duai any of th• andatty leak checks (Le., the post-test leak check 

or leak checks coiductrd prior to component changes) exceeds LI. If IV or LI exceeds I., Equation 5-1 must be modified as follows: 

(a) Case I. No compnent changes mele during sampling rim. In this case. replace Vm in Equation 5-1 with die expztssioaa 

(Vm -(LI -L)") 

(b) Case Ii. One or more comnw chaugs m•dl during tde sampling•ni In ths cae- xple Vml Euaon•-• by the mmesin: 

"Am-(I-1-La)S (CL -Ls)ej(Lp-La)P 
i=2 

sad substie only for thosel eage rates (L, or•L) wiich excea ki 

12•4 Volume of Water Vapor Condensed
- PwRT- d Eq. -52 

v.(,) = - = = I

,2= 0,001353 Wmhl for metric nuais.  

=0.04706 fiVanI for Eglish units.  
12.5 Moiste Conbat.  

Vw(std) Eq. 5-1 
V .i* -VWSd a o fm(su) ofw(std) 

Note jn sumatd or wat droplet-laen gas stcam. •wo caiculaios ofthe moise contnt of die smrk r shall bo mad, ne fro m e 

impiuge analysts (Equation 5-3) and a second from the assumption of saturated couditios. The lower of the two values of Bw8 sha$2 be conRsidered cor

rect. The proeedure for determining tbe moisture content based upon the assumption of saturated conditions ts giveý Ln Section 4.0 of Method 4. For the 

pusposes of this method, the averag sack gas temperature from Figur 5-3 may be used to Make: this detcuzinatlon. ptufded that the accuracy Of the in

stack tcmperatnre sensor is ,1 "C (2 •F).  

12.6 Acete Blan Conentration 

c= M a Eq. 5-4 
Ca V~p
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12.7 Acetone Wash Blank.  
wa = ca'awpa E].5-5 C' 

12.8 Total pascalh Weighk t Dceteine t&e total pa•mluate mar catch fon= the sum of the weights obtaned Am Containe•s 1 and 2 ls the 

acetone blank (sce Figure 5-6).  

Note; In no case shall a blank value of gester than 0.001 ,percnt of the weight of acetone used be subtracted from the sample weight. Refer to 

Section 8.5.8 to assist in calculatiot of rclts involving two or more fil9tr asswembli•es or two or more sampling trains, 

12.9 Particulate Conca•UTiot.  

Ca V- Eq.5-6 

Where: 

--- o.oo1 ing tor tI, units.  
=0.0154 r/mg for Engirsh umits.  

12.10 Conversion Ittos: 

From TO Muldply by 

Im• . •.0.0=2 

•F. IbIA29 X I04 

12a11 Isokdnetic Variation.  

12.11.1 Calcu rion oRw Data.  

100 T'KV VY +AH~ 
Ic -- ).5

I sTi1 rt bar 13.+ 

609vG_ _____ 
B~q- 5-7 

Where: 
14s 0.00354 (Qua HhWXm)((UX 90)) fe-metric uhhits 

c0.002669((in. HgXfr'))Y((IX 1R)) for English units, 

12.112 Calculation from JnterueiiittValues.  

I- ;BV.(r)Pstdloo T..,d Eq. 54 

Tsdvs8An'FsWO(IBm) K5Fs'v Au8(1 -Es) 

Whem 
Iq = 4.320 fcrniettic units 

= O.094 for IEngsh units.  

"12.11-3 Anaeptmae Results. fIf90 patent SI 5110 pecnt, rhesTC s We accptale. If dhe PMrsuts oa low in compariso tothe smuad and 

"I" is over 110 percent or les tha 90 p.-cent, the Adm~inistrator may opt to accept the meolts Rcferenhce 4 in Sction 17.0 may be used to mnake accept.  

ability jutdgments. If --I-, is judged to be umaccepmsible. reject the nails and repeat rim samnpling rit 

1212 Stack Gas Velodty and Volumetric Flow Rate. Calcuat the aver-age stack gsM velocity and volumetric flow rat, if neded usingdafta 

obtained in this method and the equations in Sections 12.3 and 12.4 of Method 2.  

13.0 Me..wdPerfona-a-a& fReservdl , 

14.0 Po1lo Preven•onm [Reserved) 

25.0 Wante Managwn-t "Reserved) 

16.0 Aemmrive Preedwums 
16.1 Dry Gas Metr as a Calibation Standard. A Dth may be used ass calibration s tadard for volume masurcuflo te, in pne of the wme test 

metcr spcified in Section 10.3, proyidd that it is calitierd initially and recalirrutd p•nodicy as follows.  

16.1.1 Standard Ihy Gas Met Cali--bton.  

16.1.11. The DGM to be calibrated and used as a secondary .eference mee should be of hig quality and have an appropriately sized capacity 

(e.g., 3 litrfhalty (0.1 .WI-ZtV. A spi*oeter (400 litms (14 fW) or moe capacity), or equivalent. may be used for this calibml. although a Wet te 

meter is usuay mor practical Tbe wet test metr should have a capacity of 30 litersrev (1 ft/ rev) a•d capb1b of memasg volume wo wihin 1.0 per

cent. Wet test meters should be checked against a spiroumee or a liquid displacemnut mew to ensure the accuracy of the wet tt meter. Spiromete or 

wet test meters of other wsi may be used, provided ta the • p•cificd acuracýe of the procedum memaintained.  

16.1.12 Set up the components as showni Figure 5-7. A spirometer. or equivalent, may be used in p1lc of the wet testf in te systen• Run 

the pump for at least 5 minutes at a flow rate of about 10 litecrs/An (0.35 cfin) to condition the intezior surface of the wet test meter. TheM essrap drop 

indicatCd by the m omeo•r at the inlet side of the DOM should be minimizCd (no gpete than 100 mm 110 (4 in. F2O) at a flow ran of 30 litermin (1
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cft)). This can be accomplished by using larg iamer atubing connections and sraight pipe fittins.  

16.1.1.3 Collect The dwat as shown in the example data sheet (see Figura 5-8). Make r-iplicaut runs at cach of the flow raes and at no less than five 

different flow rates. The range of flow rates should be between 10 and 34 litrs/min (0.5 and 1.2 cfm) or over the expected operating rantge.  

16.1i1.4 Calculate flow rate, Q, for each run using the wet test meter volume, VW. and the ran time.. Calculate the DGM coefficient. Yds. for 

each rim. These calculation arc as fWows 

K berV Eq9 S=X(Tw ÷Tsd)e ,

Vw(Tds+Tst)FbaA Eq.5-10 
Y d .=v (T~w ÷T.i)(Fba, +13-6) 

Where: 
K, =0.385s 0o/m.i-gfor, metric Uinm17.64 'Pin1.HgfarEnglishr•-its.  

VW = wet test metr volume, litr- (fts) 

V4 , =Dry gas meter volume, liter (Wt) 

Td= Average dry gas meter tempetatue 6C ('F).  

T4-273 'C for metric units =460 '•F for English units.  

TW= Average wct tes meter tmperature. C (F) 

pF._ Barciet pressure. MM Hg (in Hg)

ap = Dry gas meter inlet dileeul•al pressure. nim H10 (in. H-0).  

O= Run nine, min.  

16.15 Compare the three Y4% values at each of the flow razes and determine the maximum and winimum values. The difference between the 

maximum and minimum vables at each flow rate should be no greater than 0.030. E-xm ses of triplicate runs may be made in order to complete this 

requirment In addition, the meter coefficients should be between 0.95 and 1.05. If these specifications cannot be met in three sets of successive htiji

came runs. ft mo•t is not suitable a a calibraion standard and should not be used as such. If these specifications me et. average the lro YO values 

at each flow rate resnlting in no less than five average meter coefficients. Yk 

16.1.2.6 Prepar a curve of zmtr co•efciet Y, versus flow rate. Q, for rt DOM. This curve shall be used as a reference when the met=r is 

used to calibrat other IXMs and to determin wlheter =calibration is reruq d.  

16.1.2 Standard Dry Gas Met Recald atio 

16.-2.1 Recalibrat• cm dard M againstwest rest t e or spionneter annually r after every 200 hum of operatdn. whichever co s 

first. Thisrequiremn• t is valid provided the stmdart DGM is kept in alaboratoty and. if trsasported. eared for a any other laboratory istrument Abuse 

to the standard meter may caue a change in the calibation and will require mor frequent recalibiat& .  

16.12.2 As an alternative to full recahlustica, a two-point cabihrafii check may be made. Follow the same proced Buad equipment araage

meat as for a ftll recalibrti•n, burma the meter at only two flow rates (ggestcd rates axe 14 and 30 litnafi (0-5 and 1.0 cf)]. Calculia th metc 

coefficients for these two points, and compare the values with the meter calib-lion curve- If the two coefficients re wthIn 1.5 percent of the calibmation 

curve values at the same flow rate thc meter need not be recalibrazed until the next dafe for a recalibratir check

16.2 Critical Orfices As Calibration Standards. Critical orifices •may be used as calibration standards in place of the wet test meter specified in 

Section 16.1, provided that they am selected, calibraed, and used as foows 

16.2.1 Selection of Critical Orifices.  
162-.11 7ae proccecdu that follows describes th use of hypodermic needles or stainls sitel needle ubings which have been found smiable for 

use as critical Orifices. Other materials an critical orifice designsmay be used provided the orifices act as truc critical orices (Le-, a critical vacuum can 

be obtained, as described in Section 16222.3). Select five cfitical orifices that are apropriately sized to cover the range of flow rats between 10 and 

34 iterskmn (0.35 and 12 cf) outhr expected operating rane. Two of the critical orifices should bracket the expected opating range- A Wmiimum of 

three crfical orifices will be needed to calibrate a Method 5 DGM, the other two criical orifices can serve as spares; md provide better selection for 

brackeng the range of operating flow rates. The ndct sizes tand robing lengths shown in Table 5.1 in Section 18-0 geve approximte flw r 

162.12 T'hee needles can be adaptcd to a Methhd 5 type sa•ling train as follows: Insert a so= botl stoppr. 13 by 20 mm s.lcvc tyrpe ito 

a %-inch Swagelok (or equivalent) quick connect. Insert the needle into the stopper as shown in Figure 5-9.  

162.2 Critical Orifice Calilration. The procedure described in tbis sectics uses the Method 5 metr box configuration with aDCM as described 

in Section 6,1.1.9 to calitrate the critical orifices. Other schemes may be used. subject to the approval of the Admuinisthatorsh 

1622.1 Calibration of Meter Box. The critical orifices must be calibrated in the same configuration as te will be used (Le.. there should be no 

connectioms to the inlet of the orifits).  
1622.1.1 Belfor calibrating the meter box. lt check the system as follows: Fully open the comre adjust valve, and completely close the by

pass valve. Plug the inleL, Then ou on the pump, and determine whether thee Js any leakage The leakage rate shall be zero (L.e no detectable move

ment of the D1GM dial shall be seen for I minute).  

1622.12 Check also for leakages in that portion of the sampling unin between the pump and the orifice meter= See Section SA.1 for the procc

dure; make any corrections. if ncessary. If lcakagc is detected, chbec for crackd gaskeWs loose fittings, worn O-rings. et. and make the necessmay 

repaiis 
16.22.1.3 After dectmining thai the meter box is leeles. calib•ra• the meter box according to the procedne given in Section 10.3. Make sur 

that the wet test meter meets the requirements stated in Section 16.1.1.1. Check the warerlevelin the wet test meteor Record the DGM calibratiom factor.
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Y. 16.2.22 Calibration of Critical Orifices. Set up the apparatus as shown in Figure 5-10. c in r h.  
1622.-2.1 AUogw a -•a-Up tim of 15 minuiie. This s-p is iMP t W oeqtili th.e teipenfb COIdtl.i-E g t DGM.  

162.22.2 Leak check the s as in Section 16.2-2.1.1. The leakage ra ha be zero.  

1622.23 Before caliltuTiltg the critical oif. determine its suita and te appropriate operating vcu as follow- Tur on fte pump.  

fully open the coarse adjust valve, and adju the by-pas valve to givc a vacuum reading eontspowding to about half of atmosphenc prmssur. Observe 

the meter box orifice manometer reading. H. Slowly increase the vacuum reading until a stable reading is obtained on the metcr box orfice manneN't 

Record the critical vacauw for each orifice. Orifices that do not resh a critical value shall not be used.  

16222.4 Obtain the barometric pressure using a barometer as e•-i!bd in Section 6.1.2. Record the barometric pressure, F•, in mm Hg (in.  

162-2.2-5 Conduct duplicatc unsata vacuum of 75 to 50mm Hg (I to 2 in Hg) above to critical vacuum. Tbc- uns shall be at least 5 minutes 

acut. The DGM volume madings shall be in increments of complete rcvolutions of the DGMI As a guidelbi. the times shuld not differ by mma tan 

3-0 seconds (this includes allowanc for changes in the DGM zempnaezues) to achieve :%0_5 percnt in K' (see Eq. 5-11). Record die information listed 

in Figu• 5.11 
162.22.6 Calculate I usingEquation5-U1.  

K1 =K1 MY(Pbar+ IA36ýT=b .- 1 

K F~~barTme q 51 

Where: kbr 1./ ab-1 

r = Critical orifice coe M 3in. [M-X K [(VMm HgXmnf)l [(• %3%X R)\•l2)] [(in. Hg(mIn)].  

Tab = Absolute ambient temp=amfle. 0K ( 0R).  

Calcubae the arithmetic m=ca of the IC values. The inlividual K' values should not dUfer by mote than oQ.5 percent *om the mea vatue.  

16.2.3 Using the Criical Odfices as Calibration Standards.  

162.3-1 Rec• d te barometric Presu.  
162.32 Calibrate the meterig system according to fth procedun: outlined in Section 16.22. Record the informati listed in Figure 5- 12.  

162.3.3 Calulat the sadard volumes of air passed through the DM and the critical orifices, =td calculate the DOM calibration factor, Y.  

using fth equatons below.  

Ym(anl) TM Eq. 5-12 

Pbare 
Ver(ad) _ l- ~Eq. 5-13 

Y d Eq. 5-14 
Vn(std) 

V, am= Voolue of ga sample passed through the critical ,tihe. corrected to standard conditions. d11 (dsa 

K1 =0-3858 K/mm H9 for metdc units 
= 17.64 &0Rii Hg for English unit-s 

16.-S.4 Average tlh DGM calibrato vainea fiw each of the flow rams& The calibration factt Y. at each of the flow rates should not difr by 

m=c than *2 percent from the averU•.  
162.35 To detmine the need for recalhbra8 ftnWg A mi fic. cormpare the DGM Y factors obtained frcm two wIjacens oifices exh tme a 

DGM is calibra ; for example. when checking orifice 13/25, use orifices 12/iGI and 13/5.1- If any critdeal ogfl yields a DGM Y facto diffeig by 

mare than 2 percent ftm tl otica, ralit The critical d fice according to Secti 16.2.± 
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4. Smith, W.S.. IT. Shigeh,•a, and W.E Todd. A Method of Interpretin Stark Samplng Data- Paper Presented at tie 63rd Annual Meeting of 

the Air Polluion Conol Association. SL Louis. MO. June 14-19,1970.  

5. SmIth, WS.. ct al Stlac Gas Sampling Improved awd Simplifted Mi%% New Equipment- APCA Papr No- 67-119. 1967.  
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Figure 5-4. Equipment arrangement for metering 
sysemtf calibration.

Date. Me__________~ teing systemn idetification: _____ 

Barometric DZ0mure, P - In. i 

oriie Map maP ter 8pirx~te twaidt fty gas inote 

sutting aN I eter) gas vulume. volva V- Splyontct z Can Peter TM 

in 1, V. ft 2 (wet Moto) 0 

ft, i inlet Outlet Avetrage win 
T, T.. 7 

*1cu -.

-~~~~~~ war-- - -- " .n mrr to d_ esranr:uusce LO jdivd& .1a .0 r v zagea

Orilice pressure ditforeatial that equates to O.75 C90 at air 8 go"? and 29.92 inftGP Ot SOScoZy. sm. ..%0.; 

toelett e Cox individual value.; 0.20 gran avexage.  

Figure 5-5- Example Data Sheet for Calibration of Metering 
System (English Units).
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Acetone -blaink concentratiOfl, MO~MS Eutin4 

Acetone wash blan, Ing (Equation 5-5) 

I ~Weighs of paitielai CGIIC=c ]n 

Coataninerumber F Finwe1 h TUC wegh ___gai

Figure 5-6. Analytical Data Sheet

-Volume w=?~. X11,

Pw~np Dry Gas Meter IWet Test MoOW

FVigue 5-7. )Equipmnt~ Arrangement for Dry GaS Mlete~r Cal~bra1iOzL.
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Figure 5-9. Critical Orifice Adaptation to Method 5 MeteriNg System.
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Figure 5-11. Dam shect of determining K' factor.  
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SURFACE WATER MONITORING PLAN 

AND STANDARD OPERATING PROCEDURES 

PART I SURFACE WATER MONITORING PLAN 

1.0 MONITORING METHODOLOGY 

1.1 Flow Measurement 

No flow measurements are taken at the two drainage creeks sample locations: Westwater 
Canyon and Cottonwood Creek.  

1.2 Water Quality 

Westwater Canyon and Cottonwood Creek are monitored at two locations west of and 
adjacent to the White Mesa Mill facility (See Figure 1). Samples are obtained annually 
from Westwater and quarterly from Cottonwood using grab sampling and analyzed in 
accordance with Table 1.  

2.0 QUALITY ASSURANCE 

Quality assurance for surface water monitoring includes an annual review of procedures 
used to measure field parameters; review of procedures for sample preservation; 
precautions applied to use of sample containers and equipment; and semi-annual 
submittal of one site split sample for analysis as a blind duplicate.  

PART II SURFACE WATER STANDARD OPERATING PROCEDURES 

1.0 EQUIPMENT 

Equipment used for monitoring surface water quality includes: 

1. Beckman Model 20 pH meter and probe, or equivalent; 

2. YSI Model 3000 temperature and conductivity meter and probe, or equivalent; 

3. Polyethylene sample containers; 

4. Sample bucket (5 gal.); 

S:\Copy of Mill Procedures\Book I IEnvironmental Procedures\2. I SurfaceWaterkAppendix E-Section 2.1 PBL-EP-3 Surface 
Water.doc
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5. 142mm diameter filter holder; 

6. 0.45 micron membrane filters; 

7. 0.8 micron glass-fiber pre-filters; and, 

8. Masterflex portable peristaltic pump, equivalent.  

2.0 SAMPLING PROCEDURE 

A five gallon sample is obtained following rinsing of the sample bucket several times in 
the monitored stream. Specific conductivity, temperature and pH data is obtained in the 
field either as an in-stream measurement or from the water in the five gallon bucket, and 
recorded on the field water analysis data form (Attachment A). The bucket contents are 
pumped by a peristaltic pump, through a filtration unit containing a 0.45 micron 
membrane filter, into new polyethylene containers for a soluble, or dissolved sample.  
Suspended samples are not filtered.  

The peristaltic pump tubing and filtration units are rinsed with distilled water prior to 
being utilized at each site. The equipment is pre-rinsed with a volume of the sampled 
stream prior to collection of the dissolved sample portion.  

In the event that the sample streams contain excessive turbidity for proper filtration with 
the 0.45 micron filters, the samples are pre-filtered using the 0.8 micron filters on to the 
0.45 micron filter.  

Soluble aliquots are preserved using nitric acid to adjust the sample solution to a pH less 
than 2.0 and stored at approximately 4 'C.  

Samples are submitted to the analytical laboratory on a quarterly basis. See Table 1 for 
analytical data to be requested on the surface samples.  

2.1 Sample Labeling 

Sample containers are labeled with: 

1. Project/facility 
2. Date and time of sample 
3. Filtered or unfiltered 
4. Preservation method 
5. Sampler's initials 
6. Sample location

S:\Copy of Mill Procedures\Book 1 _Environmental Procedures\2. I SurfaceWater\Appendix E-Section 2.1 PBL-EP-3 Surface 
Water.doc
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3.0 CALIBRATION 

Equipment used to measure field parameters will be calibrated in accordance with SOP 
PBL-EP-12.  

4.0 RECORD KEEPING 

Radiological and chemical quality data is maintained in the Mill files in the 
Environmental Office. Records will include field and laboratory data as follows: 

1. Sample location 
2. Sample date 
3. Field pH 
4. Field temperature 
5. Field conductivity 
6. Total Suspended Solids Concentration 
7. Total Suspended Radionuclide Concentrations 
8. Dissolved Radionuclide Concentrations for U-nat, Th-230, Ra-226 

5.0 MONITORING LOCATIONS AND FREQUENCY 

As shown on Table 1, surface water samples are collected from two locations west of the 
Mill property: 

1. Lower Cottonwood Creek; 

2. Lower Westwater Creek.  

Samples are obtained four times a year on Cottonwood Creek with the semi-annual list of 
parameters analyzed twice, and the quarterly list analyzed twice per year. Westwater is 
sampled once on an annual basis and analyzed for the list of semi-annual parameters 
shown on Table 1.  

6.0 ANALYSIS PROCEDURE 

The contract laboratory analytical procedures are in accordance with their respective 
established quality assurance and quality control programs.  

Field sampling procedures are discussed in Section 2.0. Measurement of field parameters 
is performed using instruments which have been calibrated in accordance with SOP PBL
EP-12.  

S:\Copy of Mill Procedures\Book 11lEnvironmental Procedures\2. I SurfaceWater\Appendix E-Section 2.1 PBL-EP-3 Surface 
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7.0 QUALITY ASSURANCE METHODOLOGY 

7.1 Field Quality 

Review of pH, temperature, and conductivity procedures performed in accordance with 
SOP PRL-EP-12 is done each year. Review of procedures involved with sample 
preservation is checked each sampling period. Sample collection bottles are not re-used 
and sample contents are maintained in a cooler. All filtration equipment is rinsed with 
distilled water prior to each site use and rinsed with the stream water prior to each site 
use and rinsed with the stream water prior to obtaining a dissolved content aliquot for 
analysis.  

7.2 Water Quality 

On a semi-annual basis, one site sample is split in the field and submitted as a blind 
duplicate for analytical and sample collection quality assurance. Deviations greater than 
ten percent result in review of procedures.  

Data is reviewed and graphed on a semiannual basis to observe abnormalities.

S:\Copy of Mill Procedures\Book 1 _Environmental Procedures\2. 1 SurfaceWater\Appendix E-Section 2.1 PBL-EP-3 Surface 
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Table 1 

Operational Phase Surface Water Monitoring Program

1.  
2.  
3.  
4.  
5.

Semiannual*

One gallon Unfiltered and raw 
One gallon Unfiltered, raw 
and preserved to pH <2 with 
HNO3 

Total dissolved solids 
Total suspended solids 
Gross Alpha 
Suspended U-nat 
Dissolved U-nat 
Suspended Ra-226 
Dissolved Ra-226 
Suspended Th-230 
Dissolved Th-230

Monitoring Sites 
Westwater and Cottonwood Creeks 

Field Requirements 

Temperature °C 
Specific Conductivity, mhos at 25 'C 
pH at 25 °C 
Sample date 
Sample ID 

Vendor Laboratory Requirements

Quarterly

One gallon Unfiltered and Raw 
One filtered and preserved to 
pH <2 with HNO 3 

Total dissolved solids 
Total suspended solids

*Semiannual sample must be taken a minimum of four months apart.  
"**Annual Westwater Creek sample is analyzed for semi-annual parameters.  

Radionuclides and LLDs reported in Ci/ml
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Attachment A 

FIELD WATER ANALYSIS SURFACE WATER 
WHITE MESA MILL 

LOCATION (Circle one):Cottonwood Creek Westwater Canyon Other (describe)

DATE: 

pH BUFFER 7.0 

SPECIFIC CONDUCTIVITY 

STEAM DEPTH: 

pH of WATER

BY: 
(Sampler's initials) 

pH BUFFER 4.0 

WMHOs

TEMP

COND Lmhos 

pH Units 

Temp °C 

COND tmhos 

pH units 

Temp "C 
Comments:

COND mlhos 

pH units 

Temp OC 

COND imhos 

pH units 

Temp "C
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SURFACE SOIL MONITORING 

PART I SOIL MONITORING PLAN 

1.0 SOIL MONITORING 

Surface soils are sampled at the five air monitoring sites. The sampling locations, shown in 
Figure 1, are as follows: BHV-1, BHV-2, BHV-3, BHV-4, and BHV-5. Soil samples are 
taken once per year during August or as soon as possible thereafter, but no later than 
September 30 of the year. In addition, a soil sample could be taken from Westwater Creek, 
in the place of a water sample. However, a sediment (soil) sample would only be taken at 
Westwater Creek if water was not available. In the event that a soil sample is collected in 
place of a water sample for Westwater Creek, the sample should be analyzed for the same 
parameters as those called for in this SOP (Radium-226 and U-nat). Refer to SOP No. PBL
EP-3 for details regarding collection of a water sample from Westwater Creek.  

2.0 SAMPLING AND ANALYTICAL QUALITY ASSURANCE 

The sample bags are marked for location identification and are submitted to the analytical 
laboratory accompanied by Chain-of-Custody forms. (Attachment A) 

Analytical quality assurance for soil monitoring is based on the contract laboratory's quality 
controls such as blanks, duplicates, and standard percentage recovery. The laboratory is 
committed to meet the LLD values for radionuclides contained in U.S. NRC Regulatory 
Guides 4.14 and 4.15 and will perform re-runs on all samples not meeting these limits, as per 
EPA SW-846. Appropriate laboratory control and quality assurance data will be provided by 
the contract laboratory, or equivalent, including LLD information.  

3.0 ANALYTICAL REQUIREMENTS 

All soil samples will be analyzed, on a dry basis for the following radionuclides: Ra-226 and 
U-Nat. Analytical results will be reported in appropriate radiological units such as pico curies 
per gram or micro curies per kilogram.  

PART II SOIL MONITORING STANDARD OPERATING PROCEDURES 

1.0 SURFACE SOIL SAMPLING 

1.1 Equipment 

Equipment used for soil sampling is as follows: 

1. Tape measure or measuring stick calibrated to 1 foot and to one centimeter.  
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2. Clean trowel or shovel.  

3. Clean sample containers.  

1.2 Soil Sampling Procedure 

Soil samples are collected using a clean trowel or shovel to excavate a soil sample evenly 
across a one square foot area at a depth of one centimeter. The one centimeter excavation 
depth is maintained by using the tape measure or other suitable calibrated measuring stick.  
As the soil is being collected, it is placed directly into the sample container. The sample 
container is then identified with a label (see Section 2.1 below).  

2.0 SAMPLING QUALITY ASSURANCE 

2.1 Sample Labeling 

Each sample must be labeled and all sample labels must be filled out in ink and numbered.  
The following information must be contained on the label: 

1. Project and facility.  

2. Company name 

3. Date and time of sample collection.  

4. Sampler's initials.  

5. Sample location.  

6. Requested Analytical Parameters 

2.2 Sample Chain-of-Custody 

During sampling activities, traceability of the sample must be maintained upon sample 
collection until the laboratory data is issued. Information on the custody, handling, transfer, 
and shipment of the samples will be recorded on a Chain-of-Custody form (COC). The 
sampler is responsible for filling out the COC form. The COC form will be signed by the 
sampler when the sampler relinquishes the samples to anyone else. A COC form is to be 
completed for each set of samples placed in a sample shipping container and is to include the 
following: 

1. Sampler's name.  

2. Date and time of collection.  
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3. Sample location.  

4. Sample type.  

5. Analysis requested.  

6. Signatures of persons releasing custody.  

7. Signatures of persons accepting custody, dates, and times.  

Copies of the COC forms and all custody documentation when received will be retained in 
appropriate files at the Mill. The original COC form remains with the samples until disposal 
of the samples. The samples are kept at the laboratory for a period of three months after 
analyses are complete. After sample disposal, the COC form will be sent to the 
Environmental Department along with the analyses.  

2.3 Sample Handling and Shipping 

Samples will be placed in shipping containers and transported to the contract laboratory.  
COC forms will be placed inside a resealable bag and placed inside the sample shipping 
container.  

2.4 Record Keeping 

All soil sample data are retained in the files and when analytical results are available the 
results are entered into a computer file and retained in the files. Laboratory analytical data 
are stored in the soil files after the data has been entered on a computer file.  

3.0 ANALYTICAL QUALITY ASSURANCE 

3.1 Data Validation and Quality Control 

Laboratory analyses will be reviewed by the technical staff and any identifiable anomolies in 
results noted and investigated. Appropriate measures to confirm or disaffirm results will be 
pursued, such as laboratory conversation, analytical sample rerun, or trend analysis.  

3.2 Quality Assurance and Data Validation 

The contract laboratory will prepare and retain a copy of all analytical and quality control 
documentation. The laboratory will provide hard copy information in each data package 
submitted in accordance with quality assurance objectives for the surface soil quality 
assurance project plan, that is: COC forms, cover sheets with comments, narratives, samples 
analyzed, reporting limits and LLD values for analytes, and analytical results of quality 
control samples. The data reduction and laboratory review will be documented, signed, and 
dated by the analyst.  
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3.3 Corrective Action 

Corrective action will be taken for any deficiencies or deviations noted in the procedures or 
anomalous results, such as but not limited to additional sample collection, sample re-run, 
laboratory inquires, or other actions as appropriate.  
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VEGETATION MONITORING 

PART I VEGETATION MONITORING PLAN 

1.0 VEGETATION MONITORING PLAN 

Vegetation is sampled in early spring, late spring, and late fall at three locations around the 
Mill. These locations are: Northeast Area (near BHV-1), Northwest Area (½ mile west of 
BHV-1) and the Southwest Area (West of BHV-4 and south off Cell 3).  

2.0 QUALITY ASSURANCE 

Quality assurance for vegetation monitoring is based on the contract laboratory's quality 
controls such as duplicates, blanks, standard percent recovery, and spike percent recovery.  
The laboratory will also follow U.S. EPA Guide SW-846 and U.S. NRC Regulatory Guides 
4.14 and 4.15 when analyzing the vegetation samples. The laboratory is committed to meet 
the LLD values for radionuclides addressed in these guidelines and will perform re-runs on 
all samples not meeting these limits.  

3.0 ANALYTICAL REQUIREMENTS 

Each vegetation sample will be analyzed for Ra-226 and Pb-2 10 radionuclide concentrations.  
Results will be expressed in units of picocuries per gram (pci/g) or micro curies per kilogram 
(ptci/kg), on a wet basis.  

PART II VEGETATION MONITORING STANDARD OPERATING PROCEDURES 

1.0 VEGETATION SAMPLING 

1.1 Equipment 

Equipment used for vegetation sampling is as follows: 

1. Scissors 

2. Large plastic sample bags 

1.2 Vegetation Sampling Procedure 

Vegetation samples are collected and removed at the surface with scissors at each sampling 
location. The vegetation sample is enclosed in a large plastic bag. Each sample will be 
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weighed upon return to the office and must weigh at least three kilograms in order for the 
laboratory to meet the required LLD values outlined in U.S. NRC Regulatory Guide 4.14. In 
addition, as vegetation samples are collected efforts will be made to minimize the amount of 
soil in the samples. The sample bag is then labeled (see Section 2.1).  

2.0 SAMPLING QUALITY ASSURANCE 

2.1 Sample Labeling 

All sample labels must be filled out in waterproof ink and numbered. The date, time, 
sampler's initials, and the sample location will be completed at the time the sample is 
collected. The following information will be included on the label: 

1. Project and facility.  

2. Sampler's company affiliation.  

3. Date and time of sample collection.  

4. Sampler's initials.  

5. Sample location.  

6. Weight of sample.  

7. Requested analytical parameters.  

2.2 Sample Chain-of-Custody 

During sampling activities, traceability of the sample must be maintained upon sample 
collection until the laboratory data is issued. Information on the custody, handling, transfer, 
and shipment of the samples will be recorded on a Chain-of-Custody form (COC). The 
sampler is responsible for filling out the COC form. The COC form will be signed by the 
sampler when the sampler relinquishes the samples to anyone else. A COC form is to be 
completed for each set of samples placed in a shipping container and is to include the 
following: 

1. Sampler's name.  

2. Date and time of collection.  

3. Sample location.  

4. Sample type.  
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5. Analysis requested.  

6. Signatures of persons releasing custody.  

7. Signatures of persons accepting custody, dates, and times.  

Copies of the COC forms and all custody documentation when received will be retained in 
appropriate files at the Mill. The original COC form remains with the samples until analysis of the 
samples. After sample analysis, the COC form will be sent to the Environmental Department along 
with the analyses.  

2.3 Sample Handling and Shipping 

Sample bags will be packaged in large shipping boxes and transported to the contract 
laboratory. COC forms will be placed inside a sealed bag and placed inside the shipping 
box.  

2.4 Record Keeping 

All vegetation sampling data will be retained in a file. When analytical data becomes 
available, the data is entered into a computer file and retained in the files. All laboratory 
analytical data is stored in the vegetation files after the data has been entered into the 
computer file.  

3.0 ANALYTICAL QUALITY ASSURANCE 

3.1 Data Validation and QC Review 

Laboratory analyses will be reviewed by the technical staff and any identifiable anomolies in 
results noted and investigated. Appropriate measures to confirm or disaffirm results will be 
pursued, such as laboratory conversation, analytical sample rerun, or trend analysis.  

3.2 Quality Assurance and Data Validation 

The contract laboratory will prepare a copy of and retain all analytical and QC 
documentation. The laboratory will provide the Mill with paper copies of the following in 
each data package, in accordance with QA objectives for the Surface Soil QA Project Plan: 

1. COC forms 
2. Cover sheets with comments 
3. Narrative 
4. Samples analyzed 
5. Reporting limits and LLD values for analytes 
6. Analytical results of QC samples 
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The data reduction and laboratory review will be documented, signed, and dated by the 
contract laboratory analyst.  

3.3 Corrective Action 

Corrective action will be taken for any deficiencies or deviations noted in the procedures or 
anomalous results, such as but not limited to additional sample collection, sample re-run, 
laboratory inquires, or other actions as appropriate.  
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SPECIFIC CONDUCTIVITY, pH METER, AND 

TEMPERATURE FIELD INSTRUMENT CALIBRATION 

STANDARD OPERATING PROCEDURES 

1.0 SPECIFIC CONDUCTIVITY, pH, AND TEMPERATURE FIELD INSTRUMENT 
CALIBRATION STANDARD OPERATING PROCEDURE 

1.1 Introduction 

A critical element in the White Mesa Mill's Groundwater and Surface Water 
Monitoring Program is the measurement of each Monitoring Location's field 
parameters (i.e., pH, temperature, and conductivity). The instrument utilized at 
the Mill to perform these measurements is the Hydrolab Surveyor 4 with multiple 
parameter probe called the Minisonde. It is important that all instruments used in 
these measurements be calibrated and inspected prior to each use, to ensure that 
they are functioning properly and have no obvious, visible damage or 
contamination present.  

1.2 Equipment 

1. Hydrolab Surveyor 4 with Minisonde or equivalent 

2. NBS traceable thermometer.  

3. pH 7.0 and 4.0 buffer solutions.  

4. Ecologic Instrument Division of Industrial Municipal Equipment Inc.  
stock conductivity solution of 3000 mhos or equivalent 

5. Distilled water.  

2.0 CALIBRATION OF PROBES FOR CONDUCTANCE, pH, AND 
TEMPERATURE 

2.1 pH Probe Calibration 

The following describes the procedures for calibration of the Hydrolab Surveyor 4 / 
Minisonde pH probe.  

1. Prior to calibration ensure that the Surveyor 4's battery is fully charged.  
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2. Inspect probes for visible damage and contamination.  

3. Rinse the probes with distilled water prior to placing them in the sample 
container.  

4. Fill the Minisonde's sample container with pH 7.0 buffer solution. If the 
Minisonde's sample container is not used and the probe is placed directly 
into a sample container place the probe protector over the probes prior to 
measurement.  

5. From the Surveyor 4 main menu choose calibrate and press "Enter".  

6. At the next prompt choose "Ions-l", and press "Enter".  

7. Type "7" after "standard:<".  

8. Thoroughly rinse the probes and sample container with deionized water.  
Rinse sensors with a small amount of the pH 4.0 buffer. Fill the sample 
cup with the pH 4.0 buffer solution. Allow 1-3 minutes for the readings to 
stabilize.  

9. In the Main Menu move the cursor to "Calibrate" and press "Enter." 

10. Next move the cursor to "Ions" and press "Enter." 

11. Place the cursor on "pH: units" and press "Enter." 

12. Now type the 4.0 after "standard: <<, followed by "Enter." 

13. The pH sensor is now calibrated. If further problems are encountered refer 
to the DataSonde4\MiniSonde manual or return instrument to the 
manufacturer for repair or calibration if required.  

2.2 Temperature Probe Calibration 

The following describes the procedures for calibration of the Hydrolab Surveyor 
4 / Minisonde temperature probe: 

1. The Hydrolab Surveyor 4 / Minisonde temperature probe is calibrated at 
the factory and typically does not require any calibration for temperature.  
However, a check to ensure that it the probe functioning properly should 
be performed prior to each use.  

2. Place the probe in distilled water and allow the temperature reading to 
stabilize (1-3 minutes), record the reading.  
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3.0 QUALITY ASSURANCE 

Following the steps outlined in procedures above and using the prescribed equipment will 
produce accurate and repeatable results of groundwater and surface water field 
parameters. HS/EA Department Manager will review technician performance 
periodically.  
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RESPIRATORY PROTECTION PROGRAM 
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RESPIRATORY PROTECTION PROGRAM 

1.0 APPLICABILITY 

The Respiratory Protection Program coordinates the 

1. Air sampling sufficient to identify the potential hazard, select the proper 
equipment, and estimate exposures; 

2. Surveys and bioassays, as appropriate, to evaluate actual intakes; 
3. Testing of respirators for operability prior to each use; 
4. Written procedures regarding selection, fitting, issuance, maintenance, and 

testing of respirators, including testing for operability immediately prior to 
each use; supervision and training of personnel; monitoring, including air 
sampling and bioassays; and record keeping; and 

5. Determination by a physician prior to the initial fitting of respirators, and 
either every 12 months thereafter or at a greater frequency determined by a 
physician, that the individual user is medically fit to use the respiratory 
protection equipment.  

1.1 Respiratory Protection Policy 

The Respiratory Protection Program is established for this facility as a policy of 
International Uranium (USA) Corporation (IUSA) to protect its employees from 
occupational exposure to harmful concentrations of radioactive and/or toxic materials in 
the air.  

The following is IUSA's policy with respect to respiratory protection: 

1. Process or other engineering controls will be used whenever feasible to 
reduce the need for use of respirators.  

2. For work in areas in which respirators must be routinely used to reduce 
exposures, SOP's will detail use of respiratory protection. Non-routine 
use of respirators will be performed under Safe Work Permits. Self 
Contained Breathing Apparatus ("SCBA") respirators will only be used 
for evacuation and emergency response situations.  

3. Due to the added physical stress of working while using a respirator, work 
periods will be alternated with rest periods.  

4. Respirators will not be issued to employees unless they are to be used.  

1.2 Responsibilities 

As noted in NRC Regulatory Guide 8.15, "it is widely recognized among safety 
professionals that the use of respiratory protection devices in the workplace can impose 
physiological and psychological stresses on workers, obstruct their vision, hinder their 
movements, and make effective communications difficult. These factors increase the risk 
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of physical injury to respirator wearers that, in many cases, far exceeds any potential risk 
associated with the inhalation of a small quantity of airborne radioactive material." 
Therefore, the NRC recommends that process or engineering controls be used to the 
extent practical to control the concentration of radioactive material in air, and that the use 
of respiratory protection devices be contemplated only after other measures to limit 
intake have been considered.  

In general, the Mill Manager is responsible for providing the equipment and resources 
necessary for the successful implementation of the Respiratory Protection Program and 
for facilitating the application of engineering controls to reduce the need for the use of 
respiratory protection devices. The Radiation Safety Officer ("RSO") has primary 
responsibility for implementation and oversight of all aspects of the respiratory protection 
program. The Mill Manager and the RSO will coordinate efforts to use, to the extent 
practical, procedures and engineering controls based on sound protection principles to 
achieve ALARA.  

1.2.1 Mill Manager 

The Mill Manager is responsible for ensuring that a respiratory protection program, 
meeting or exceeding that specified by regulation, is established and maintained for the 
employees under his or her jurisdiction.  

1.2.2 Radiation Safety Officer 

The (RSO) is responsible for the implementation and direct control of the respiratory 
protection program. The RSO is charged with the following responsibilities: 

1. Supervision of respirator selection procedures.  

2. Establishment of training sessions about respiratory equipment for 
employees.  

3. Establishment of a continuing program of cleaning and inspecting the 

equipment.  

4. Designation of proper storage areas for respiratory equipment.  

5. Establishment of issuance and accounting procedures for uses of 
respiratory equipment.  

6. Establishment of medical screening programs and procedures for 
employees assigned to wear respiratory equipment.  

7. Establishment of a periodic inspection schedule of those work 
places/conditions requiring respiratory equipment to determine exposure 
and/or changing situations.
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8. A continuing evaluation of the above aspects to assure their continued 
functions and effectiveness.  

1.2.3 Employees 

Respirators are provided to employees for their personal protection and the proper use of 
respirators in areas in which such protection is required is a condition of their 
employment. Violating the established rules for respirator use may result in disciplinary 
action up to and including dismissal.  

1.3 Policy Regarding Facial Hair 

The proper fitting of a respiratory device is necessary to ensure that it will function 
adequately. Facial hair (beards, mustaches, and long sideburns) will not allow an airtight 
seal to be formed between the face and mask, as contaminated air will enter into the 
wearer's breathing zone if the proper seal is not achieved. Leakage of air into the mask 
will nullify the purpose of the respiratory device.  

The policy of IUSA concerning facial hair is: 

As a condition of employment, those employees who may at any time be 
required to wear a respirator as part of their employment, will not have 
any facial hair that will restrict the proper fitting of a respiratory device.  

1.4 Physiological or Psychological Limitations to Respirator Use 

This section describes physiological and psychological (including emotional) factors, 
which may limit an individual's ability to wear or work in a respirator. Any questions or 
problems concerning respirators or their use, such as the types described in this section, 
should be addressed to the RSO.  

1.4 1 Physiological Limitations 

As described below in Section 3.1, medical qualification will be required of each 
employee that might be using a respirator in their normal work duties. This is necessary 
to evaluate the individual's limitations to wearing respirator devices. A licensed 
physician to determine that the individual user is medically fit to use the respiratory 
protection equipment will perform the medical evaluation. The physician will report on 
any physiological factors that may limit an individual's ability to wear a respirator.  

1.4.2 Psychological Limitations 

Mental factors must also be taken into consideration when employees are required to 
wear respirators. Some individuals become claustrophobic when wearing a respirator.  
These individuals should not be required to wear respirators if the condition is severe 
enough to cause panic.
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1.4.3 Other Factors 

Other factors, which may cause problems in respirator sealing, must be considered when 
performing fit testing. These may include such factors as facial structure, scars, skin 
creases, or dentures.  

2.0 PROCEDURES FOR RESPIRATOR USE 

2.1 Supervision of the Program, Including Program Audits 

The Respiratory Protection Program is administered by the RSO. Quarterly ALARA 
Reports from the RSO are sent to members of the ALARA Committee. The effectiveness 
of the Respiratory Protection Program is reviewed and exposure data evaluated during 
annual ALARA audits.  

2.2 Training and Minimum Qualifications of Supervisors 

A supervisor, that is, a person who has the responsibility of overseeing the work activities 
of one or more persons who must wear respirators, shall be given adequate training to 
ensure the proper use of respirators. Supervisor training shall include but shall not 
necessarily be limited to the following subjects: 

1. Basic respiratory protection practices.  
2. Nature and extent of respiratory hazards to which persons under his/her 

supervision may be exposed.  
3. Principles and criteria of selecting respirators.  
4. Training of respirator wearers.  
5. Issuance of respirators.  
6. Inspection of respirators.  
7. Use of respirators, including monitoring their use.  
8. Maintenance and storage of respirators.  
9. Regulations concerning respirator use.  

2.3 Training of Respirator Users 

Each employee who may wear a respirator will be required to receive training for the 
proper use of the device. The following outline will be followed during the training 
process.  

A. Need for Respiratory Protection Equipment 

B. Mechanics of Breathing
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C. Types of Respiratory Particles 

1. Dust 
2. Fumes 
3. Mists 

D. IUSA's Respiratory Company Respiratory Protection Policy Statement 

E. Respiratory Hazards 

1. Airborne uranium and effect 
2. Radon daughters and effect 
3. Chlorine and effect 
4. Ammonia and effect 
5. Airborne vanadium and effect 
6. Acid gases and effect 
7. Other effects 

F. Engineering Controls 

1. De-mister 
2. Ventilation 
3. Ventilating systems for the yellowcake dryer and packaging rooms 

G. Respirator Selection 

1. Type of respirators, their function, limitations 

a) Half mask with chemical cartridges 
b) Full-face with chemical cartridges 
c) Supplied air respirators 
d) Self-contained breathing apparatus 
e) NIOSH and MSHA approved respirators only 

H. Identification of Hazards 

1. 02 content 
2. Routine hazards 
3. Non-routine hazards 

I. Instructions on Field Inspection of the Respirator 

1. Valves 
2. Body of mask 
3. Straps 
4. Lens 
5. Air hoses 
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J. Fitting, Donning and Wearing Instructions and Training 

Wearing instructions and training (including practice demonstrations) 
shall be given to each respirator wearer and shall cover the following 
items.  

a) Donning (including seal check), wearing, and removing the 
respirator.  

b) Adjusting the respirator so that its respiratory-inlet 
covering is properly fitted on the wearer and so that the 
respirator causes minimum of discomfort to the wearer.  

c) Allow the respirator wearer to wear the respirator in a safe 
atmosphere for an adequate period of time to ensure that 
the wearer is familiar with the operational characteristics of 
the respirator.  

K. Respirator Sealing Problems 

Respirators shall not be worn when conditions prevent a seal of the 
respirator to the wearer's face. For example: 

a) A person who has hair (beard stubble, mustache, sideburns, 
beard, low hairlines, or bangs) that passes between the face 
and the sealing surface of the face piece of the respirator 
shall not be permitted to wear such a respirator.  

b) A person who has facial hair (mustache or beard) which 
interferes with the function of a respirator valve(s) shall not 
be permitted to wear such a respirator.  

c) Glasses, which have temple bars, or straps, which passes 
between the sealing surface of a respirator's full-face piece 
and the wearer's face, shall not be used.  

d) A head covering which passes between the sealing surface 
or a respirator face piece and the wearer's face shall not be 
used.  

e) The wearing of glasses or goggles, a face shield, a welding 
helmet, or other eye and face protective device, which 
interferes with the seal of a respirator to the wearer, shall 
not be allowed.  

f) If scars, hollow temples, excessively protruding 
cheekbones, deep creases in facial skin, the absence of 
teeth or dentures, or unusual facial configurations prevent 
the seal of a respirator face piece to a wearer's face, the 
person shall not be permitted to wear the respirator.  

g) If missing teeth or dentures prevent the seal of a respirator 
mouthpiece in a person's mouth, the person shall not be 
allowed to wear a respirator equipped with a mouthpiece.  

h) If a person has a nose of a shape or size that prevents the 
closing of the nose by the nose clamp of a mouthpiece/nose 
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clamp type of respirator, the person shall not be permitted 
to wear this type of respirator.  

L. Maintenance, Storage, and Respirator Exchange Procedures 

1. Cleaning, sanitizing, and maintenance techniques for all types of 
respirators.  

2. The frequency of respirator exchange (clean exchanged for used).  

a) Heavy use 
b) Occasional use 

3. The steps that are to be taken to exchange respirators.  

4. When, how, and why SCBA are used.  

M. Leaving a Hazardous Area 

1. A respirator wearer shall be permitted to leave the hazardous area 
for any respirator-related cause. Reasons which may cause a 
respirator wearer to leave a hazardous area included but are not 
limited to the following: 

a) Failure of the respirator to provide adequate protection.  
b) Malfunction of the respirator.  
c) Detection of leakage of air contaminant into the respirator.  
d) Increase resistance to breathing.  
e) Severe discomfort in wearing the respirator.  
f) Illness of the wearer including sensation of dizziness, 

nausea, weakness, fatigue, breathing difficulty, coughing, 
sneezing, vomiting, fever, or chills.  

g) Claustrophobia, anxiety, or other psychological factors that 
may affect the wearer.  

N. Emergency respirator use: 

1. SCBA (self-contained breathing apparatus) 
2. Emergency respirator issuance 

0. Regulations for respirator use: 

1. 10 CFR Part 20 Subpart H 

2.4 Fit Testing 

Frequency - annually for every employee who is required to wear a respiratory protective 
device.  
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Equipment needed - MSA ventilation smoke tube, Part No. 5645 or equivalent, aspirator 
bulb. Steps for annual fit testing are: 

1. Respirators equipped with high-efficiency filters will be used for this test 
(red/green filters).  

2. Both ends are broken on an MSA ventilation smoke tube. One end is 
inserted into the tube connected to the positive pressure of a two-way 
aspirator bulb and the other end covered by a /2 inch length of tygon, 
surgical or rubber tubing. The test aerosol is generated by squeezing the 
aspirator bulb.  

3. The test subject will don the respirator and a visual inspection of the 
facepiece to face seal made by the tester. An obvious leak in the facepiece 
to face seal shall be reason to abort the test and record the mask as 
unsatisfactory. Expression of discomfort created by the mask shall also be 
reason to abort the test.  

4. The smoke will be generated in all areas surrounding the mask. The smoke 
is not harmful however it is sufficiently irritating that if there is a leak in 
the seal of the mask, it will be discovered immediately.  

5. If a half-mask is being tested, the subject shall close his or her eyes prior 
to testing. If no leakage is detected during the test period, the subject shall 
perform several body movements while breathing normally. Leakage at 
any time shall be cause to terminate the test.  

6. Any indication of detection of the smoke by the test subject during fitting 
indicates a failure of that respirator. If leakage is detected the facepiece to 
face seal shall be visually inspected for obvious leakage. If any doubt 
about the condition of the respirator or the filter exists, another like 
respirator shall be tested to assure the leakage was due to the facepiece to 
face seal.  

2.5 Selecting Respirators 

Respirator selection will be determined by the type of environment in which the 
employee will be working. The concentration of oxygen and the type and concentration 
of hazardous contaminants in the work area atmosphere must be considered during the 
selection process.  

Prior to selecting a specific type of respirator, the work environment must be thoroughly 
evaluated for respiratory hazards. The following questions must then be answered: 

1. What are the hazards the employee will be exposed to? 

2. What are the contaminants and their concentration? 
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3. Are there any contaminants in the workplace environment that may 
damage or irritate the eyes, nose, or skin? 
a) Yes - a full-face style is recommended.  
b) No - a half-mask style is recommended. Unless a higher 

protection value is needed, the half-mask is less restricting and 
more comfortable than the full-face design.  

4. Is the oxygen concentration in the workplace atmosphere between 19.5% 
to 23%? 
a) Yes - chemical cartridges may be used if the concentration of the 

contaminant is within the acceptable limits for the cartridge.  
b) No - The workplace or area may only be entered if the 02 

concentration is between 19.5 and 23%. The workplace 
environment will be remediated (i.e., ventilated) by safety 
engineering controls such that the oxygen concentration falls 
between these limits before it may be entered.  

5. Do the contaminant concentrations in the work environment exceed the 
limits listed for the chemical cartridge being used? 
a) Yes -Modify the air contaminant concentration by safety 

engineering measures.  
b) No - chemical cartridges may be used if oxygen concentration is 

between 19.5% and 23%.  

2.5.1 Air Purifying Respirators 

Only MSHA and NIOSH approved and accepted respirators will be used. The inventory 
will consist of full face and half-mask units for supplied air and SCBAs.  

There is only one type of air purifying respirator cartridge used for air contaminants. This 
is a red/green GME-H universal cartridge, which is normally effective for removing all 
air contaminants and atmospheric hazards, and is approved by NIOSH for use under the 
following conditions: 

1. Organic Vapors - less than 1,000 ppm 
2. Pesticides 
3. Mists of Paints, Lacquers, and Enamels 
4. Dust - less than 0.5 mg/mi3 

5. Fumes - less than 0.5 mg/m3 

6. Mists - less than 0.5 mg/m3 

2.5.2 Supplied Air Apparatus 

SCBA versus supplied air respirators 

Self-contained breathing apparatus will only be used for evacuation or emergency 
purposes.  
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Supplied air respirators will be the apparatus of choice when: 

1. The length of the work exceeds 20 minutes 
2. There is adequate time to hook up hoses and filter boards 

If at any time the atmosphere contains materials that might be corrosive to the employee 
or respiratory device, the area will be evacuated. The area must be ventilated until the 
corrosive materials fall to a safe level before work may resume.  

2.6 Maintaining Breathing Air Quality 

The quality of air delivered to all supplied-air respirators shall meet the requirements for 
Grade D air for breathing air systems as defined in CGA G-7.1-1997, as cited in 
Regulatory Guide 8.15 under 6.5.2 "Air Quality Requirements". The ANSI/CGA G.7-1 
1989 specifies the contents of Grade D breathing air as: oxygen (volume/volume) of 19.5 
to 23.5%; hydrocarbon (condensed) of 5 mg/m3 of air or less; carbon monoxide of 10 
ppm or less; carbon dioxide of 1,000 ppm or less; and the lack of a noticeable odor.  

2.7 Inventory and Control of Respiratory Protection Equipment 

Storage cabinets that will be used for routine respirator issuance will be located in the 
mill central control room, mill maintenance shop, and at the respirator cleaning facility.  
Only persons authorized to use respirators are to access the storage cabinets.  

When an employee needs a clean respirator, he or she will obtain one from the storage 
locations where clean respirators are packaged and kept. After obtaining a clean 
respirator, the employee will enter the pertinent information on the log sheet that is kept 
in the cabinet with the clean respirators.  

When a used respirator is exchanged for a clean unit, the dirty respirator will be placed in 
the receptacle provided for such use.  

Employees who routinely wear a respirator for more than four hours each day or work in 
areas of higher exposure potential (i.e., yellowcake packaging or precipitation), will be 
required to exchange respirators daily.  

Those employees who do not use respirators routinely will exchange them as they 
become ineffective in eliminating the hazardous contaminant. This determination is 
made by the employee by physical inspection of the respirator, by impaired breathing, 
(i.e. by plugging of a cartridge) or by the detection of irritant smoke or other conditions 
which may indicate a defective device.  

2.8 Storage of Respiratory Protection Equipment 

Respirators shall be stored in a manner sufficient to protect the device against dust, 
sunlight, extreme cold, excessive moisture, or damaging chemicals.
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The cleaned respirators will be stored in cabinets in the mill central control room, 
maintenance shop, and the safety department. The respirators will be stored in single 
layers with the facepieces and exhalation valves in a more or less normal position to 
prevent the rubber or plastic from cracking.  

When respirators are not being used, they must be stored in the plastic bags in which they 
were issued. Dirty respirators will be placed in receptacles located in the mill central 
control room and at the maintenance shop. They will be gathered from these locations 
for cleaning and repairs.  

The frequency that a dirty respirator must be exchanged for a clean one will be 
determined by the amount of time it is used. If the employee's use is greater than four 
hours per day, the exchange will be made daily. Occasional use will require a weekly 
exchange. Infrequent use will require monthly exchanges.  

The cabinets containing emergency respirators will be located in areas that are readily 
accessible and in areas in which a hazard may arise. Emergency cabinets will be in the 
central control room, outside the SX on the north wall, on the south end of SX on the fire 
cabinet and in the maintenance shop. All employees should be made aware of these 
locations.  

The cabinets will not be locked, but they will have seals attached to the hasps. The seals 
will prevent employees from using the respirators for routine use, but will allow 
emergency access. During emergencies, the seal will be broken and a respirator may be 
selected in a matter of seconds.  

2.9 Maintenance, Repair, Testing, and Quality Assurance of Respiratory 
Protection Equipment 

Respirators and component parts shall be maintained and repaired only by persons 
specifically trained to perform this work. Repairs and maintenance shall be performed in 
accordance with the procedures detailed below.  

2.9.1 Maintenance, Cleaning, Repair, and Testing 

Each used respirator must be disassembled before cleaning; the cartridges must be 
removed and discarded and any hoses or regulators must be removed and washed 
separately. Some of the units have elastic head straps; these should also be removed and 
washed separately.  

The respirators will be cleaned and rinsed in a commercially available dishwasher. The 
radiation and safety staff will perform cleaning and washing of respirators. The 
respirators will be washed and then aired dried.  

Each reassembled respirator must be inspected for radiation contamination before it is 
used. An instrument survey or a swipe test may be conducted to determine if any item is 
contaminated. The equipment check must indicate levels of less than 100 dpm/100 cm 2 

of alpha radiation or 1,000 dpm/100 cm2 of beta-gamma radiation to be serviceable. If 
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repeated washings do not decrease contamination to acceptable levels, that item must be 
disposed of.  

Respirators shall be inspected in accordance with NRC Regulatory Guide 8.15, Revision 
1, October 1999. The following conditions should be checked during any type of 
inspection: 

Air Purifying Respirators 

Routinely used air purifying respirators should be checked as follows before and after 
each use.  

A. Examine the facepiece for: 

1. Excessive dirt 
2. Cracks, tears, holes, or distortion from improper storage 
3. Inflexibility (stretch and massage to restore flexibility) 
4. Cracked or badly scratched lenses in full facepieces 
5. Incorrectly mounted full facepiece lens or broken, or missing 

mounting clips 
6. Cracked or broken air purifying element holder(s), badly worked 

threads, or missing gasket(s), if required 

B. Examine the head straps or head harness for: 

1. Breaks 
2. Loss of elasticity 
3. Broken or malfunctioning buckles and attachments 
4. Full facepieces only - excessively worn serrations on the head 

harness which might pennit slippage 

C. Examine the exhalation valve for the following after removing its cover: 

1. Foreign material such as detergent residue, dust particles, or 
human hair under the valve seat 

2. Cracks, tears, or distortion in the valve material 
3. Improper insertion of the valve body in the facepiece 
4. Cracks, breaks, or chips in the valve body, particularly in the 

sealing surface 
5. Missing or defective valve cover 
6. Improper installation of the valve in the valve body 

D. Examine the air purifying elements for: 

1. Incorrect installation, loose connections, missing or warn gaskets, 
or cross-threading in holder 

2. Cracks or dents in outside case of filter, cartridge, or canister 
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E. If the device has a corrugated breathing tube, examine it for: 

1. Broken or missing end connectors 
2. Missing or loose hose clamps 
3. Deterioration (determined by stretching the tube and looking for 

cracks) 

F. Examine the harness of a front or back mounted gas mask for: 

1. Damage or wear to the canister holder which may prevent its being 
held securely in place 

2. Broken harness straps or fastenings 

Supplied Air Respirators 

The following shall be checked: 

A. If the device has a tight fitting facepiece, use the procedures outlined 
above for air purifying respirators.  

B. Examine the air supply for: 

1. Integrity and good condition of air supply lines and hoses 
including attachments and end fittings 

2. Correct operation and condition of all regulators, valves, or other 
air flow regulators 

2.9.2 Quality Assurance 

To prevent the use of faulty or defective respiratory equipment, the following 
steps will be taken: 

A. New Equipment 

All new equipment will be thoroughly inspected before it is put into 
service. Only MSHA/NIOSH approved equipment will be used. Parts 
used for repairs will be purchased only from the manufacturer of the unit 
being repaired or their agents.  

B. Cleaning and Repairs 

All respiratory devices will be inspected before and after cleaning and 
before and after repairs are made. The inspection procedures that are to be 
used are listed above under Section 2.9.1.  

Any replacement items that will be used for repairs will be inspected prior 
to assembly.  
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C. Periodic Checks of Items in Storage 

At lease once during each quarter, all of the respirators that are in storage 
will be checked for serviceability and to make sure that they will be ready 
for immediate use.  

2.10 Recordkeeping 

Inspections of all respiratory devices will be conducted in accordance with the provisions 
contained in NRC Reg. Guide 8.15 and section 2.9.1 above, and under no circumstances 
shall a device that is known to be defective be used.  

Freshly cleaned and inspected respirators will be placed in plastic bags and sealed.  

The individual who serviced the respirator shall write the date on each bag and initial it to 
indicate the work has been done properly.  

Respirators used for emergency use are inspected, and the inspection recorded, once per 
month.  

2.11 Limitations on Periods of Respirator Use and Relief from Respirator Use 

As noted above under Section 1.2, the NRC has noted that the use of respiratory 
protection devices in the workplace can impose physiological and psychological stresses 
on workers, obstruct their vision, hinder their movements, and make effective 
communications difficult. In consideration of this, a respirator wearer shall be permitted 
to leave the work area for any respirator-related cause. Reasons, which may cause a 
respirator wearer to leave a work area, include, but are not limited to, the following: 

1. Failure of the respirator to provide adequate protection.  

2. Malfunction of the respirator.  

3. Detection of leakage of air contaminant into the respirator.  

4. Increased resistance to breathing.  

5. Severe discomfort in wearing the respirator.  

6. Illness of the wearer including: sensation of dizziness, nausea, weakness, 
fatigue, breathing difficulty, coughing, sneezing, vomiting, fever, or chills.  

7. Claustrophia, anxiety, or other psychological factors that may affect the 
wearer.
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2.12 Monitoring, Including Air Sampling and Bioassays 

2.12.1 Evaluation of Respiratory Hazards 

Before a respiratory protective device is used, the work area must be evaluated as to the 
type of hazards that may be encountered. The type of respiratory protection may be 
selected only after the hazard has been classified.  

Most areas of the mill have been evaluated for hazards during routine work assignments.  
Signs will be posted in the different areas that will indicate the type of respiratory device 
to be used under normal conditions.  

Equipment needed: 

0 Oxygen and Combustible Gas Detector 
0 MSA Model 360 or equivalent 
0 MSA Samplair Pump Kit (or similar) with the following detector tubes: 

Carbon Dioxide 
Carbon Monoxide 
Sulfur Dioxide 
Ammonia 
Hydrogen Sulfide 
Nitrous Oxide 
Halogen Gases (Chlorine) 
Acid fumes and mists 
Organic vapors 

Many environmental designs were incorporated into the mill's construction to keep 
exposures to most hazards at a minimum. This environmental equipment is checked 
frequently to ensure that it is functioning properly.  

To ensure the reliability of these controls, monthly gross alpha and radon daughters 
samples will be collected at numerous locations throughout the mill. Routine samples 
will also be collected in the vanadium precipitation and packaging areas and analyzed for 
airborne vanadium.  

The routine samples have already identified some areas that require respirator use at all 
times during normal working conditions. These areas are inside the yellowcake dryer and 
packaging enclosures and the vanadium dryer area and the packaging area. Other areas 
that may require respirator use may include, but would not be limited to the sample 
bucking room, and the SAG mill.  

Respirators need not be worn routinely during normal working conditions in other areas 
of the mill. At these locations, usage will be determined by the hazard level or at the 
employee's request. Occasionally, a condition may exist that the environmental controls 
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cannot handle. At that time, the appropriate respirator must be used until the workplace 
atmosphere is returned to normal.  

Infrequently, maintenance work will have to be performed in areas that are not normally 
sampled or areas that may have questionable air quality. Prior to anyone entering one of 
these areas, the environment must be evaluated to determine what hazards exist.  

A Safe Work Permit is issued for all work tasks that are anticipated to present 
unidentified or unusual hazardous environmental conditions. A Radiation Work Permit is 
issued for work in unassessed areas or for nonrecurring tasks for which engineering 
controls are not in place or practical. The safety department will be responsible for the 
evaluation of the areas before work begins.  

When the oxygen concentration is listed as potentially hazardous, a portable detector will 
be used to determine the exact oxygen-air mixture. NIOSH defines that air which 
contains less than 19.5% 02 is an oxygen-deficient atmosphere, and attempting to breathe 
such air is considered to present a hazard that would be immediately dangerous to life 
and health. Any area having less than 19.5% 02 will not be entered until or unless the 02 

concentration returns to and is maintained at a level above 19.5%. If an area is identified 
as having an oxygen-deficient atmosphere, the oxygen levels must be remedied by 
engineering controls prior to entry by personnel. The use of a SCBA will only be for 
emergency escape or emergency response purposes.  

Other atmospheric hazards will be identified and quantified by using air sampling 
equipment, such as the MSA Samplair Pump (or similar device) with detector tubes for 
the specific contaminant in question. The instructions must be carefully read for every 
test as each type of detector tube is handled differently.  

After exposure to the atmosphere, the tubes will indicate the presence and concentration 
of the chemical for which that tube is designed. Chemical cartridges are good only in 
atmospheres in which the chemical concentration is less than the limit set by the 
manufacturer and the oxygen concentration is equal to or greater than 19.5%. As noted 
above, the company policy is not to enter an area in which the 02 level is below 19.5%, 
but to enter such areas only in emergency situations, such as to retrieve an injured 
worker, and then with the use of a SCBA.  

There are many other hazards that are very obvious but are often overlooked. The 
following are examples: 

"* dust concentrations have an adverse affect on breathing and/or the comfort of the 
individual; 

"* some substances may cause irritation to the eyes, nose, throat, etc., but may not be 
chemically toxic.  

These and other such conditions should always be considered in evaluating respiratory 
hazards. If there is any doubt about the conditions within the work area, a respiratory 
device should be used. Always be conservative.  
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2.11.2 Breathing Zone Air Samples 

Breathing zone samples are collected to determine the air contamination concentration an 
individual may be exposed to during the execution of his job. The respiratory protection 
factor is used to calculate the individual's exposure during the work task duration. The 
application of a respiratory protection factor assigned to the particular respiratory device 
is used to reduce an individual's exposure to an air contaminant concentration as 
determined by breathing zone sampling. Routine breathing zone samples are collected by 
the use of a small belt-mounted pump attached to a hose that is, in turn, attached to the 
person's clothing close to the head (or breathing zone). The sample is collected for a 
period of time that would be representative of one eight hour workday. They are 
collected in such a manner that the material collected will be representative of that being 
inhaled by the individual wearing the sampler.  

2.11.3 Bioassay Program 

Evaluation of the effectiveness of the respiratory protection program will be 
accomplished by air sampling (described above in 2.12.1) and by the Mill Bioassay 
Program.  

Those employees who are working in areas that require the use of respirators will submit 
a urine specimen for analysis on a biweekly basis. Employees who use respirators during 
maintenance may also be required to submit specimens after maintenance ceases. The 
samples will be collected from individuals who have performed maintenance tasks in 
atmospheres that are significantly elevated in contaminant concentration or they are 
working in such an area for an extended period of time.  

The specimens will be analyzed for uranium content.  

3.0 PROCEDURES FOR MEDICAL EVALUATIONS AND AUDITS 

3.1 Performing and Documenting the Required Medical Evaluation 

Medical qualification will be required of each employee that might be using a respirator 
in their normal work duties. This is necessary to evaluate the individual's limitations to 
wearing respirator devices. The medical evaluation will be performed by a licensed 
physician to determine that the individual user is medically fit to use the respiratory 
protection equipment. Medical evaluation will be performed prior to the initial fitting of 
a respirator use and either every 12 months thereafter or periodically at a frequency to be 
determined by the physician.  

The medical screening process will include a medical history and will be sufficient (in the 
opinion of the physician) to identify any person who should not use respiratory devices 
for medical reasons, or who should be limited to the use of specific types of respirators.  
The physician will report any medical restrictions the employee has that would limit an 
individual's ability to use a respirator. Based on the physician's recommendations, any 
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employee may be subject to additional or more frequent medical evaluation as deemed 
necessary by the physician.  

3.2 Maintaining TEDE ALARA and Performing ALARA Evaluations of 
Respiratory Protection 

As stated in the Policy Statement in 1.0, IUC shall use, to the extent practical, procedures 
and engineering controls based on sound protection principles to achieve ALARA, and 
shall limit intakes by means of engineering controls or procedures, along with the use of 
respirators, consistent with maintaining the TEDE ALARA. When a specific ALARA 
evaluation is performed to justify the use or nonuse of respirators, the evaluation shall 
consider the elements detailed in Section 2.1 of Regulatory Guide 8.15.  

4.0 PROCEDURES FOR RESPIRATOR APPLICATIONS 

4.1 Routine Respirator Use 

As noted above under 2.8, the cabinets for routine use respirators will be located in the 
mill central control room, maintenance shop, and the safety department.  

Respirators will not be issued to employees unless they are to be used. Only employees 
having current authorization to use respirators are to access the storage cabinets and 
obtain respirators.  

When respirators are not being used, they must be stored in the plastic bags in which they 
were issued. Dirty respirators will be placed in receptacles located in the mill central 
control room and at the maintenance shop. They will be gathered from these locations 
for cleaning and repairs.  

Donning the respirator must be performed in accordance with the training provided. At 
least one type of user seal check must be performed immediately prior to exposure to 
ensure that the respirator is properly seated on the face.  

The frequency that a dirty respirator must be exchanged for a clean one will be 
determined by the amount of time it is used. If the employee's use is greater than four 
hours per day, the exchange will be made daily. Occasional use will require a weekly 
exchange. Infrequent use will require monthly exchanges.  

4.2 Nonroutine Respirator Use 

Nonroutine Respirator Use shall be defined as use of respirators in unassessed areas or 
for nonrecurring tasks for which engineering controls are not in place of practical.  

4.3 Emergency Respirator Use 

Emergency Respirator Use shall be used for recovery of an injured person from an area 
where air concentrations of radioactive material may be high, the breathing quality of the 
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ambient air has not been assessed, or the area may become immediately dangerous to life 
or health (IDLH) because of the presence of nonradiological hazards.  

Respirators designed for emergency use will be stored in areas that are readily accessible 
to all employees. Emergency cabinets will be in the central control room, outside the SX 
on the north wall, on the south end of SX on the fire cabinet, and in the maintenance 
shop.
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